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Motivation

!Supersymmetric localization 

  - a very powerful tool for exact computation 

  - many applications for field theories in various backgrounds  

! Application to supergravities ?  

[ Duistermatt-Heckman, Witten, Schwarz-Zaboronsky]

[ Nekrasov, Pestun….]
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It could also be applied to the SUGRA because the 
supersymmetric localization principle is very general. 

Need an off-shell formulation of supergravity 

We have off-shell formulations for SUGRA up to N=2 (4d), 
 called “Superconformal formulation”. 

Will provide exact computation of supergravity. 
We can see quantum/exact holography 

[ de Wit, van Proeyen, van Holten…]
[ de Wit, V. Reys ’17] for Euclidean SUGRA



!Our interest is in BPS black hole entropy for AdS2/CFT1  

• For large charge limit (thermodynamic limit) in BPS black hole

Black hole entropy formula

AH(p, q)

4GN

= ln d
micro

(p, q)

[ Strominger, Vafa ’96][ Bekenstein-Hawking]
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    Quantum entropy function   



!For extremal black hole, the entropy formula has been generalized to 

Quantum entropy function   [ Sen ’08]

! It is a partition function in supergravity with 

Wilson loop and AdS2 boundary condition. 

!Many tests for perturbative quantum correction 

!We want to apply the supersymmetric localization.

AdS2
S2

r0

⇥

[ Sen, Banerjee, Gupta, Mandal, Lal, Thakur, ’10-’14, 
 Larsen, Keeler, Lisbão ’14,’15]

result for the graviton multiplet. We then compute the one-loop determinants of the

deformation operator over the non-BPS fluctuations of the Weyl and vector multiplets in

the localization formula. This determinant was computed in [26, 27] for vector and hyper

multiplets using index theory. The symmetries of the problem combined with consistency

with the on-shell computations at large charges [34] also pinned down the determinant for

the graviton multiplet. Here we give a first-principles calculation for the o↵-shell graviton

multiplet, using the covariant formalism developed in the previous sections.

4.1 Review of exact quantum entropy of BPS black holes

The underlying theory we consider is N = 2 superconformal gravity coupled to a number

of matter multiplets that we discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. This theory has extra fields

that transform under gauge transformations compared to the physical fluctuating fields

around the black hole. As in any gauge theory, in order to make contact with the physics

(in this case, of the black hole), one has to consider gauge-invariant combinations. In

particular, we consider the Weyl multiplet coupled to nv + 1 vector multiplets, labelled

by I = 0, · · ·nv, and one hyper multiplet. Of these, one vector multiplet and one hyper

multiplet act as the so-called compensating multiplets, and can be gauged away if required.

This theory has a black hole solution which preserves 4 out of 8 supercharges. The near-

horizon configuration is a fully supersymmetric solution in its own right. The geometry

is AdS2 ⇥ S2 with equal and opposite scalar curvatures. The near-horizon configuration

has an SL(2)⇥SU(2) bosonic symmetry, the two factors acting on the AdS2 and S2 parts

respectively. Each gauge field has a fixed electric and magnetic field strengths consistent

with the bosonic symmetry, and constant scalars. The above bosonic symmetries together

with the eight supersymmetries form an SU(1, 1|2) superalgebra. The curvatures, fields

strengths, and the scalar values are all fixed by the attractor equations, or equivalently, by

the supersymmetry equations.

The problem of computing the exact quantum entropy of the original black hole was

proposed in [35] as the computation of the functional integral of the gravitational theory

whose fields �sugra asymptote to the near-horizon background just discussed:

exp
�
Squ
BH(q, p)

�
⌘ W (q, p) =

Z

AdS2

[D�sugra] exp
⇣
�i qI

I

⌧
AI � Ssugra(�sugra)

⌘
. (4.1)

There are various infra-red divergences that arise from the infinite volume of AdS2, which

are taken into account by appropriate counterterms.

The idea of solving this integral exactly by localization methods was put forward

in [36], [1], which we review briefly below. This endeavor is di↵erent at a conceptual level

from using localization to solve functional integrals in quantum field theory as there is no

good a priori definitions because of the usual UV problems of gravity. Nevertheless, treating

it as a formal object which is consistent with supersymmetry, the idea of [1, 2] was to reduce

it to a sensible integral which can then be compared to microscopic string theory. Even

with this philosophy, we have to deal with the question posed in the introduction, namely

what is a good choice of supercharge with which to localize. The route pursued in [1, 2]

is to choose the attractor solution as a background and use one of the supersymmetries
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Supersymmetric Localization for QEF

Modify the action

•  We choose a canonical choice for      :  
The summation is over all the physical fermions of the theory. 

• The algebra of our fermionic symmetry  closes to compact bosonic symmetry: 

• At                     the saddle point approximation is exact, and new saddle point appears 

which satisfies                       i.e.                      “Localization saddle point”

of this background, and hope that all the gauge-invariances of the supergravity theory are

consistently fixed in the quantum theory.

We can now give a more systematic treatment of the Weyl multiplet and the gauge-

fixing procedure in the quantum theory using the formalism developed in the previous

sections. We write down a symmetry generator Qeq as in Section 2.2 coming from the

supersymmetry variations of the classical attractor background, and promote it to a covari-

ant operator in the full quantum theory including the ghosts for all the gauge symmetries.

According to the discussion in [1] we should consider the original gauge-fixed functional

integral Z using the action

Ssugra =

Z
d4x

⇣
Lphys
sugra � �eq

�
b↵ F

↵
�⌘

, (4.2)

where the gauge-fixing conditions F↵ are assumed to completely fix all the gauge invariances

of the theory.11

In order to localize, one begins by choosing a Killing spinor in the background attrac-

tor geometry, which we present in the appendix D, that generates a fermionic symmetry

obeying the algebra

Q2
eq = L0 � J0 , (4.3)

where L0 and J0 are the Cartan generators of the SL(2) and the SU(2) algebras, respec-

tively. Next, one deforms the action as

Ssugra = S(0) ! S(t) = S(0) + �Qeq V , (4.4)

with

V =

Z
d4x

p
g̊
X

 

 Qeq (4.5)

summed over all the physical fermions of the theory. Since L0 � J0 is a compact U(1)

isometry, this deformation obeys the condition Q2
eqV = 0. This leads to the result that

the functional integral reduces to an integral over the critical points of the deformation

term, weighted by the original action times a one-loop determinant of the deformation

action Qeq V. The critical points are given by the localization equations

Qeq  = 0 , for all physical fermions  , (4.6)

to be solved along with the gauge conditions F↵ = 0.

The variables for these localization equations are the metric and matter fields, as well

as the bosonic ghosts for supergravity. In other words, the problem reduces to finding all

metric and gauge field configurations which asymptote to the attractor background and

admit some supercharge that asymptote to the background supercharge Qeq. It was shown

in [37] that the solution to this problem12 was parameterized by an nv + 1-dimensional

11If this does not happen for some modes we need to treat them separately. See [36] for a discussion of

such a situation in the black hole context.
12This is true modulo an assumption in [37] regarding the SU(2)R gauge field which can probably be

removed upon coupling to charged hyper multiplets and repeating the localization calculation.
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as the bosonic ghosts for supergravity. In other words, the problem reduces to finding all

metric and gauge field configurations which asymptote to the attractor background and
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Q2
eq = H (= L0 � J0)

V

QeqV = 0



• The Weyl multiplet is localized to                          configuration. 
 
 
where       is scale parameter fixed to arbitrary constant by the Weyl scaling symmetry. 

• The off-shell contribution of gravity comes in the physical metric           from the  scalar 

in vector multiplet through the Kahler potential, for its relation to metric in Weyl multiplet 

 

• In vector multiplets sector, the solution is labeled by one parameter for each multiplets. 

[Gupta, Murthy ‘12]

[Dabholkar, Gomes, Murthy ‘10]

AdS2 ⇥ S2

Localization saddle point solutions

Supersymmetric Localization for QEF

From the index theory point of view, the construction of the complex is a local phe-

nomena and holds point-by-point in spacetime. One consequence is that any calculation

based on this formalism is manifestly covariant. The only exception to the locality comes

from the so-called boundary modes [46]. These are normalizable modes of gauge fields

that are formally pure gauge but whose gauge parameters are not normalizable. In our

formalism they appear because we have assumed a normalizable boundary condition on

all the quantum fields including the ghosts. The boundary modes appear precisely from

non-normalizable ghost modes. This means that our pairing with respect to Qeq breaks

down precisely for these modes and they should be treated separately. Thus we write, for

each multiplet14,

a0 = abulk0 + abdry0 . (4.17)

In the rest of this section we calculate the covariant contribution abulk0 to the one-loop

determinant (4.8) due to the bulk local degrees of freedom in the theory.

As was discussed in [26, 27], the metric that enters the index theorem calculation should

be the physical metric, whose kinetic term is given by the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian. In

terms of the metric gµ⌫ and the scalar fields XI that enter the action of N = 2 supergrav-

ity [15–17], the physical metric is the composite e�K(XI)gµ⌫ . The AdS2 ⇥ S2 line element

is thus given by

ds2 = `2
�
d⌘2 + sinh2 ⌘ d⌧2

�
+ `2

�
d 2 + sin2  d�2

�
, (4.18)

where ` is the overall physical size of the AdS2 ⇥ S2 metric governed by the above field-

dependent physical metric. The calculation is simplified by going to complex coordinates

in which the metric is

ds2 = `2
✓

4dwdw

(1� ww)2
+

4dzdz

(1 + zz)2

◆
. (4.19)

At the fixed points, i.e. the center of AdS2, the overall size is given by `2 = e�K(�I+ipI).

The result of the calculation is that the coe�cient a0 equals a quarter of the constant term

in the t ! 0 expansion (with q = eit) of the index:

1

4
ind(D10)(t) = · · ·+ a�2

t2
+ a0 + a2 t

2 + · · · . (4.20)

Thus we focus on the fixed points of the U(1) action H = (@⌧ � @�) ⌘ L0 � J0. The

fixed points are given by w = 0, and z = 0 or 1/z = 0 which are the center of AdS2, with

the North Pole or South Pole of S2 respectively. The action of the operator e�iHt on the

14To be more precise, the bulk contribution includes the zero modes of kinetic operators—but without

taking into account their special nature. We can think of this as a regulator for the zero modes by explicitly

giving them mass and taking the zero mass limit. As explained in [34], the correct way to treat the boundary

modes is to consider the scaling of the partition function after throwing away an infinite constant. The

result is that the numbers a0 that we are after have the form abdry
0 = (� � 1) az.m

0 . The number a0 is the

regulated contribution of the zero modes, and the number � is a factor that captures the scaling properties

of the partition function under the zero modes. We have to subtract one because the zero modes have been

included in the covariant part of the calculation with weight one, i.e. as if they were regular bulk modes.
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XI
= XI

⇤ +

CI

` cosh ⌘
, Y I

12 =

2CI

`2 cosh2 ⌘
.

Gµ⌫

Gµ⌫ = eK(X,X̄)gµ⌫

`



Supersymmetric Localization for QEF

•  Considered some N=2 truncation of N=8 SUGRA  with an 

assumption of               and  considered the microstate counting of 
                 black hole in type II on T^6 ,  and showed that the 

integration over the saddle point would give precise agreement. 

• The measure should be given through the 1-loop determinant.  

1

8
BPS

where V is a fermionic function and invariant under the H-transformation. Since
the action S, measure dµ and the localization action are invariant under the the
supersymmetry Q, the modified partition function Zt is independent of the parameter
t.

d

dt
Zt = �

Z
dµQV h e�S�tQV

= �
Z

dµQ
�
V h e�S�tQV

�
= 0 . (1.6)

In the limit t ! 1, the semiclassical approximation with respect to 1/t is exact.
One left with the integration over the submanifold MQ

Z = Z1 =

Z

MQ

dµQ e�SZ
1�loop

, (1.7)

where MQ is the manifold where QV = 0 and dµQ is the induced measure on the
submanifold MQ. For supergravity case, a rigid supersymmetry parameter can be
chosen, where the Q2 should preserve the asymptotic boundary conditions. In the
case of the black hole entropy, we choose a Killing spinor of AdS

2

⇥S2.
The supersymmetric localization principle requires the off-shell closure of the

supersymmetry algebra. The N = 2 supergravities coupled to vector multiplets in
4-dimensions has an off-shell formulation in terms of conformal supergravity [33–35].
It is a gauge theory, where all the N = 2 superconformal symmetries are promoted
to the local symmetries, which couples to the matter fields, and gauge equivalent to
the Poincare supergravities. The Weyl multiplet having off-shell degrees of freedom
includes the gauge fields for all the local symmetries, where the graviton and gravitini
are contained. To have the degrees of freedom for N = 2 Poincare supergravity, one
needs to add additional matter multiplets which is called compensating multiplets.
One of the advantages of this formulation is that the off-shell supersymmetry algebra
does not depend on the choice of prepotential and as a result the solution for the
localization equations and the computation of one-loop partition function do not
depend on the details of prepotential.

To utilize the advantage of the conformal supergravity, we use the freedom of a
choice of the gauge condition. Note that the metic gµ⌫ in Weyl multiplet is not the
physical metric and conformaly related to the metric in Einstein frame Gµ⌫ ,

gµ⌫ = Gµ⌫e
K(X, ¯X) , (1.8)

where K(X, ¯X) is the Kähler potential that is function of the scalars in the vector
multiplets. A conventional gauge for the scale symmetry is choosing the eK = 1,
and it constrains the the degree of freedom of nv + 1 scalars. Instead of this gauge,
we use another choice: the radius ` of the AdS

2

⇥S2 metric gµ⌫ to be constant, and
all the nv + 1 scalars to be free to fluctuate. Throughout this paper, we follow this
gauge choice. Note that the conformal mode of the physical metric Gµ⌫ is encoded
in the fluctuating scalars in vectormultiplets.
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manifold, whose points label the o↵-shell BPS fluctuations of the scalar field in each vector

multiplet in a gauge of
p
g =

p
g0 where g0 is for the AdS2 ⇥ S2 metric with unit radius.

The localizing manifold is thus labelled by (nv+1) real parameters {�I}, I = 0, · · · , nv.

The result [2] of evaluating the functional integral (4.1) is

W pert(q, p) =

Z

MQ

nvY

I=0

d�I exp
⇣
� ⇡ qI �

I + 4⇡ ImF
�
(�I + ipI)/2

�⌘
Z

QeqV
1-loop(�

I) , (4.7)

where F is the holomorphic prepotential of the supergravity theory (which can contain

terms with arbitrary derivatives). The superscript “pert” indicates that this is an all-order

perturbation theory result around the attractor configuration. There may be additional

non-perturbative contributions, for example from orbifold configurations [38–40].

The problem thus reduces to evaluating the one-loop determinant in the expres-

sion (4.7). It was argued in [27] that since there is only one scale set by e�K := �i(XI F I�
X

I
FI) in the localization background, where K is called Kähler potential and F is the holo-

morphic prepotential, the functional determinant will have the symplectically invariant

form (ignoring infinite constants):

Z1-loop(�
I) = exp

�
�a0K(�I + ipI)

�
. (4.8)

The number a0 receives contributions from each multiplet of the N = 2 supergravity

theory:

a0 = agrav0 + (nv + 1) avec0 + nh a
hyp
0 , (4.9)

where (nv + 1), nh are the number of vector and hyper multiplets in the o↵-shell theory,

respectively.13 When all the electric and magnetic charges of the black hole scale equally

to be very large, we can do a saddle-point analysis of the integral (4.7) to obtain

Squ
BH =

AH

4
+ a0 logAH + · · · . (4.10)

The number a0 was calculated for vector and hyper multiplets in [26, 27] to be

avec0 = �ahyp0 = �1/12 . (4.11)

In the following we shall compute the number a0 for the Weyl multiplet.

4.2 Functional determinants from a fixed point formula

An elegant formalism to compute the one-loop determinant was given in [20, 25, 41, 42].

The idea is to first organize all the fluctuating fields of the theory into cohomological

variables, i.e. representations of the form (� , Qeq� , , Qeq ) of the equivariant alge-

bra Q2
eq = H. This is exactly what we achieved in Section 3 for the case of supergravity,

where we arranged all the fields as elementary bosons � and fermions  and their respec-

tive Qeq-partners.

13Any other multiplets like spin 3/2 multiplets will also contribute linearly.
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•  [ Dabholkar, Gomes, Murthy  ’11]

�I = eI⇤ + 2CIwhere
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summed over all the physical fermions of the theory. This leads to the result that the

functional integral reduces to an integral over the critical points of the deformation term,

which are given by the localization equations:

Qeq  = 0 for all physical fermions  , (4.5)

with the original action plus a one-loop determinant of the deformation action Qeq V.
We are tasked with solve these localization equations for all bosonic field configura-

tions. The variables include the metric and matter fields, as well as the bosonic ghosts

for supergravity. In other words, the problem reduces to finding all metric and gauge field

configurations which asymptote to the attractor background and admit some supercharge

that asymptote to the background supercharge Qeq. It was shown in [1] that the solution

to this problem12 was parameterized by an nv + 1-dimensional manifold, whose points la-

bel the o↵-shell BPS fluctuations of the scalar field in each vector multiplet in a gauge

where
p
g = 1.

The localizing manifold is thus labelled by (nv+1) real parameters {�I}, I = 0, · · · , nv.

The result of evaluating the functional integral (4.1) is REFs

W pert(q, p) =

Z

MQ

nvY

I=0

d�I exp
⇣
� ⇡ qI �

I + 4⇡ ImF
�
(�I + ipI)/2

�⌘
Z

QeqV
1-loop(�

I) , (4.6)

where F is the holomorphic prepotential of the supergravity theory (which can contain

terms with arbitrary derivatives). The superscript “pert” indicates that this is an all-order

perturbation theory result around the attractor configuration. There may be additional

non-perturbative contributions, for example from orbifold configurations [2–4].

The problem thus reduces to evaluating the one-loop determinant in the expres-

sion (4.6). It was argued in REF that since there is only one scale set by e�K in the

localization background, the functional determinant will have the symplectically invariant

form (ignoring infinite constants):

Z1-loop(�
I) = exp

�
�a0K(�I + ipI)

�
. (4.7)

The number a0 receives contributions from each multiplet of the N = 2 supergravity

theory:

a0 = agrav0 + (nv + 1) avec0 + nh a
hyp
0 , (4.8)

where (nv + 1), nh are the number of vector and hyper multiplets in the o↵-shell theory,

respectively.13 When all the electric and magnetic charges of the black hole scale equally

to be very large, we can do a saddle-point analysis of the integral (4.6) to obtain:

Squ
BH =

AH

4
+ a0 logAH + · · · . (4.9)

The number a0 was calculated for vector and hyper multiplets in REFs to be

avec0 = �ahyp0 = �1/12 . (4.10)

In the following we shall compute the number a0 for the Weyl multiplet.
12This is true modulo an assumption in [1] regarding the SU(2)R gauge field which can probably be

removed upon coupling to charged hyper multiplets and repeating the localization calculation.
13Any other multiplets like spin 3/2 multiplets will also contribute linearly.
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• [ IJ,  R. Gupta, Y. Ito;  S. Murthy, V. Rey ’15]  
1-loop determinate has the following universal form, 

  
     agree with the on-shell perturbative computation by [Sen] 

• 1-loop for gravity multiplets ?  
 

aWeyl
0 =?
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summed over all the physical fermions of the theory. This leads to the result that the

functional integral reduces to an integral over the critical points of the deformation term,

which are given by the localization equations:
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bel the o↵-shell BPS fluctuations of the scalar field in each vector multiplet in a gauge

where
p
g = 1.

The localizing manifold is thus labelled by (nv+1) real parameters {�I}, I = 0, · · · , nv.

The result of evaluating the functional integral (4.1) is REFs

W pert(q, p) =

Z

MQ

nvY

I=0

d�I exp
⇣
� ⇡ qI �

I + 4⇡ ImF
�
(�I + ipI)/2

�⌘
Z

QeqV
1-loop(�

I) , (4.6)

where F is the holomorphic prepotential of the supergravity theory (which can contain

terms with arbitrary derivatives). The superscript “pert” indicates that this is an all-order

perturbation theory result around the attractor configuration. There may be additional

non-perturbative contributions, for example from orbifold configurations [2–4].

The problem thus reduces to evaluating the one-loop determinant in the expres-

sion (4.6). It was argued in REF that since there is only one scale set by e�K in the

localization background, the functional determinant will have the symplectically invariant

form (ignoring infinite constants):

Z1-loop(�
I) = exp

�
�a0K(�I + ipI)

�
. (4.7)

The number a0 receives contributions from each multiplet of the N = 2 supergravity

theory:

a0 = agrav0 + (nv + 1) avec0 + nh a
hyp
0 , (4.8)

where (nv + 1), nh are the number of vector and hyper multiplets in the o↵-shell theory,

respectively.13 When all the electric and magnetic charges of the black hole scale equally

to be very large, we can do a saddle-point analysis of the integral (4.6) to obtain:

Squ
BH =

AH

4
+ a0 logAH + · · · . (4.9)

The number a0 was calculated for vector and hyper multiplets in REFs to be

avec0 = �ahyp0 = �1/12 . (4.10)

In the following we shall compute the number a0 for the Weyl multiplet.
12This is true modulo an assumption in [1] regarding the SU(2)R gauge field which can probably be

removed upon coupling to charged hyper multiplets and repeating the localization calculation.
13Any other multiplets like spin 3/2 multiplets will also contribute linearly.
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The number a0 was calculated for vector and hyper multiplets in REFs to be
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In the following we shall compute the number a0 for the Weyl multiplet.
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• [ IJ,  R. Gupta, Y. Ito;  S. Murthy, V. Rey ’15]  
1-loop determinate has the following universal form, 

  
     agree with the on-shell perturbative computation by [Sen] 

• 1-loop for gravity multiplets ?  
 
How and whether it reproduces the consistent result ?

aWeyl
0 =

23

12



We address  two questions.
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• “There is no global SUSY in a theory of gravity.”  
 In SUGRA, the supersymmetry is gauged. Not a symmetry of functional 

integral. 

• Fix a background through boundary condition, 
then,  the global supercharge           is inherited from the symmetry of the 

background.  
  

• Split the  gravitational fields into background and quantum part. 

• Need to define action of the global  supercharge on the quantum 

fluctuation. 
 

AdS2 ⇥ S2

1. What is the global supercharge         in supergravity?

providing valuable lessons about the quantization of the gravitational degrees of freedom

of a black hole. This has been made possible by the application of the technique of super-

symmetric localization to supergravity in the near-horizon AdS2 region of BPS black holes.

The remarkable success of this idea indicates that it may be very useful in a larger class of

situations beyond that of BPS black holes in asymptotically flat space considered in [1, 2].

One could think of applying similar ideas to other BPS black holes or, more broadly, to

calculate exact bulk functional integrals in a generic AdSd+1/CFTd setting, thus giving

rise to an exact understanding of a sector of holography.

The main idea of localization, as is well-known by now, is to consider a fermionic

operator Q that is a symmetry of the theory [5–9]. One deforms the theory by a Q-

exact operator and the functional integral reduces to an integral over the set of critical

points of this deformation QV. With an appropriate choice of V, one obtains the critical

points to be the set of all o↵-shell field configurations annihilated by Q. Equivalently,

one twists all the fields by the spinorial generator of Q, and then the functional integral

can be written as an integral over the space of twisted or cohomological variables that are

in manifest representations of the supersymmetry algebra. The twisting procedure also

greatly simplifies the calculation of the one-loop determinants of the deformation operator

involved in localization. In its most powerful equivariant version, we have a supersymmetric

theory defined on a background space that admits a fermionic charge obeying the o↵-shell

algebra Q2 = H, with H being a compact bosonic generator acting on the background

space as well as the field space [10].

Despite its successes mentioned above, localization in supergravity has always su↵ered

from some formal issues as well as practical problems. In this paper we address and resolve

two of the foundational issues: (1) What is the meaning of Q in supergravity? (2) What

are the correct twisted variables of supergravity? The heart of the di�culties in both these

problems lies in the non-linear nature of supergravity. As we explain, the answers to both

questions depends on the existence of a supersymmetric background, which we assume to

be a non-compact space with an asymptotic boundary, that is used to define the global

symmetries. We focus on asymptotically Anti de Sitter space here, but our construction

should also apply to asymptotically flat space. In the rest of the introduction, we explain

these two questions, their resolution, and their consequences in some detail.

1.1 A global supercharge Qeq in supergravity

The main formal issue underlying localization in supergravity is how to define a rigid su-

percharge in the quantum theory of supergravity in which the metric and gravitini are fluc-

tuating in the functional integral. This is sometimes expressed as the slogan that all sym-

metries in supergravity are gauge symmetries, or that there is no global (super)symmetry

in (super)gravity. As is well-known, one can overcome this by considering a space with a

boundary, interpreting the boundary conditions on the fields as a fixed background, and

integrating over the fluctuations. The (super)symmetries of the background are now our

global symmetries.

The question really is how to implement these background symmetries on all the fluc-

tuating quantum fields of the gravitational theory. In ordinary gauge theories, there is a
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• For BRST quantization of SUSY gauge theory, we use equivariant  charge 
 
 
such that 

• Example: U(1) gauge theory 

• Finding Q transformation for all the ghost in SUGRA can be demanding problem.  
The difficulty comes from that the algebra in SUGRA is Not Lie algebra but   
“soft algebra” : field dependent structure constant.

Qeq = Q+Qbrst

Q2
eq = H

(Q+Qbrst)
2Aµ = (Q2 +QQbrst +QbrstQ+Q2

brst)Aµ

= Q2Aµ +Q@µc

= LvAµ

Q2Aµ = LvAµ � @µ(v
⌫A⌫) , Qc = v⌫A⌫
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• For 1-loop determinant we will use index theory. 

• Once we organize all the fields in this representation,  then 1-loop 

determinant reduces to 
 
 
and this can be reproduce by computing the equivariant index.  

� �! Qeq�

D10

 �! Qeq 

2. What are the twisted variables in supergravity and 
          - cohomology?
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The supercharge Qeq pairs up the fields algebraically at each point in space, and

therefore all the contribution to the superdeterminant can be understood as a mismatch

between the elementary bosons and fermions, which is kept track by an operator D10 :

� !  . An algebraic analysis then shows that the ratio of determinants of the fermionic

and bosonic kinetic operators in QeqVeq then reduces to the ratio

Z1-loop =

r
det H

det�H
. (4.12)

Any mode which is not in the kernel or cokernel of D10 does not contribute to this ratio.

Thus the ratio of determinants on the right-hand side can thus be computed from the

knowledge of the index

ind(D10)(t) := TrKerD10 e
tH � TrCokerD10 e

tH . (4.13)

Writing the index as a series,

ind(D10)(t) =
X

n

a(n) ei�nt , (4.14)

we can read o↵ the eigenvalues �n of H, as well as their indexed degeneracies a(n), and

the ratio of determinants in (4.12) is

Z1-loop =
Y

n

�
� 1

2a(n)
n , (4.15)

where the infinite product is regulated in a suitable manner.

Our computation thus reduces to the computation of the equivariant index (4.13), with

respect to the action of H. This can be done in an elegant manner using the Atiyah-Bott

fixed-point formula [43], which says that it reduces to the quantum-mechanical modes at the

fixed points of the manifold under the action of H. Denoting this action by x 7! ex = etHx

we have

ind(D10) =
X

{x|ex=x}

Tr� etH � Tr etH

det(1� @ex/@x) . (4.16)

We therefore simply need to compute the charges of the various modes under this rotation,

which can be read o↵ from our presentation of the twisted variables in Section 3.

4.3 Computation of the black hole determinant in supergravity

Our goal here is to compute the one-loop determinant in (4.7) and, in particular, the

number a0 defined in (4.9) for the Weyl multiplet. We do so using the fixed-point formula

outlined in the previous section, but before doing so we remind the reader that there are

some caveats in applying the formula to the black hole problem, as discussed in [26, 27].

The main issue is that we are in a non-compact space and we should be careful about

the boundary conditions on the various fields. These issues have been addressed in similar

contexts in [33, 44, 45]. There is another technical caveat that we need to show that the D10

operator in the black hole context is transversally elliptic with respect to the action of H.

We postpone the details of this to a future publication.
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(ignoring infinite constants):

Z1-loop(�
I) = exp

�
�a0K(�I + ipI)

�
. (4.13)

The number a0 receives contributions from each multiplet of the N = 2 supergravity

theory:

a0 = agrav0 + (nv + 1) avec0 + nh a
hyp
0 , (4.14)

where (nv + 1), nh are the number of vector and hyper multiplets in the o↵-shell theory,

respectively12. When all the electric and magnetic charges of the black hole scale equally

to be very large, we can do a saddle-point analysis of the integral (4.12) to obtain:

Squ
BH =

AH

4
+ a0 logAH + · · · , (4.15)

where the number a0 is precisely the coe�cient defined in (4.14). This was calculated to

be avec0 = �ahyp0 = �1/12 for vector and hyper multiplets in REFs. In the following section

we shall compute this number a0 for the Weyl multiplet.

5 Equivariant cohomology and black hole functional determinants

In this section we compute the one-loop determinants of the non-BPS fluctuations of the

Weyl and vector multiplets in the localization formula ZZZ (prev section). In REF this

o↵-shell one-loop determinant was computed for vector and hyper multiplets using index

theory. The symmetries of the problem combined with consistency of the localization

formula ZZZ with the on-shell computations at large charges REF also pinned down the

determinant for the graviton multiplet. Here we give a first-principles calculation for the o↵-

shell graviton multiplet, using the covariant formalism developed in the previous sections.

An elegant formalism to compute the one-loop determinant was given in [? ? ? ?

]. The idea is to first organize all the fluctuating fields of the theory into representations

of the equivariant algebra Q2
eq = H, i.e. elementary bosons and fermions and their re-

spective Qeq-partners. For our case of supergravity, this is exactly what we achieved in

Section REF where we organized all the fields of the theory into cohomological variables

of the form (� , Qeq� , , Qeq ).

The supercharge Qeq pairs up the fields algebraically at each point in space, and

therefore all the contribution to the superdeterminant can be understood as a mismatch

between the elementary bosons and fermions, which is kept track by an operator D10 :

� !  . An algebraic analysis then shows that the ratio of determinants of the fermionic

and bosonic kinetic operators in QeqVeq then reduces to the ratio:

Z1-loop =
det H

det�H
. (5.1)

Any mode which is not in the kernel or cokernel of D10 does not contribute to this ratio.

Thus the ratio of determinants on the right-hand side can thus be computed from the

knowledge of the index

ind(D10)(t) := TrKerD10 e
�iHt � TrCokerD10 e

�iHt . (5.2)

12Any other multiplets like spin 3/2 multiplets will also contribute linearly.
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Writing the index as a series:

ind(D10)(t) =
X

n

a(n) e�i�nt , (5.3)

we can read o↵ the eigenvalues �n of H, as well as their indexed degeneracies a(n), and

the ratio of determinants in (5.1) is:

Z1-loop =
Y

n

��a(n)
n , (5.4)

where the infinite product is regulated in a suitable manner.

Our computation thus reduces to the computation of the equivariant index (5.2), with

respect to the action of H. This can be done in an elegant manner using the Atiyah-Bott

fixed-point formula [? ], which says that it reduces to the quantum-mechanical modes at the

fixed points of the manifold under the action of H. Denoting this action by x 7! ex = e�iHtx

CHECK, we have:

ind(D10) =
X

{x|ex=x}

Tr� e�itH � Tr e�itH

det(1� @ex/@x) . (5.5)

We therefore simply need to compute the charges of the various modes under this rotation,

which can be read o↵ from our presentation of the twisted variables in the previous sections.

5.1 Computation of the black hole determinant in supergravity

Our goal here is to compute the one-loop determinant EQref and, in particular, the num-

ber a0 defined in EqREF for the Weyl multiplet. We do so using the fixed-point formula

outlined in the previous section, but before doing so we mention that there are some

caveats in applying the formula to the black hole problem, as discussed in REF. The main

issue is that we are in a non-compact space and we should be careful about the boundary

conditions on the various fields. These issues have been addressed in similar contexts in

REFsNarain-Gupta, Martelli-Murthy. ZZZ There is another technical caveat that we need

to show that the D10 operator in the black hole context is transversally elliptic with respect

to the action of H. We postpone the details of this to a future publication REF. Can we

do this here? ZZZ

From the index theory point of view, the construction of the complex is a local phenom-

ena and holds point-by-point in spacetime. One consequence is that any calculation based

on this formalism is manifestly covariant. The only exception to the locality comes from

the so-called boundary modes REF. These are normalizable modes of gauge fields that are

formally pure gauge but whose gauge parameters are not normalizable. In our formalism

they appear because we have assumed a normalizable boundary condition on all the quan-

tum fields including the ghosts. The boundary modes appear precisely from non-compact

ghost modes. This means that our pairing with respect to Qeq breaks down precisely for
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Writing the index as a series:

ind(D10)(t) =
X

n

a(n) e�i�nt , (5.3)

we can read o↵ the eigenvalues �n of H, as well as their indexed degeneracies a(n), and

the ratio of determinants in (5.1) is:

Z1-loop =
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n

��a(n)
n , (5.4)

where the infinite product is regulated in a suitable manner.

Our computation thus reduces to the computation of the equivariant index (5.2), with

respect to the action of H. This can be done in an elegant manner using the Atiyah-Bott

fixed-point formula [? ], which says that it reduces to the quantum-mechanical modes at the

fixed points of the manifold under the action of H. Denoting this action by x 7! ex = e�iHtx

CHECK, we have:

ind(D10) =
X

{x|ex=x}
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det(1� @ex/@x) . (5.5)

We therefore simply need to compute the charges of the various modes under this rotation,

which can be read o↵ from our presentation of the twisted variables in the previous sections.

5.1 Computation of the black hole determinant in supergravity

Our goal here is to compute the one-loop determinant EQref and, in particular, the num-

ber a0 defined in EqREF for the Weyl multiplet. We do so using the fixed-point formula

outlined in the previous section, but before doing so we mention that there are some

caveats in applying the formula to the black hole problem, as discussed in REF. The main

issue is that we are in a non-compact space and we should be careful about the boundary

conditions on the various fields. These issues have been addressed in similar contexts in

REFsNarain-Gupta, Martelli-Murthy. ZZZ There is another technical caveat that we need

to show that the D10 operator in the black hole context is transversally elliptic with respect

to the action of H. We postpone the details of this to a future publication REF. Can we

do this here? ZZZ

From the index theory point of view, the construction of the complex is a local phenom-

ena and holds point-by-point in spacetime. One consequence is that any calculation based

on this formalism is manifestly covariant. The only exception to the locality comes from

the so-called boundary modes REF. These are normalizable modes of gauge fields that are

formally pure gauge but whose gauge parameters are not normalizable. In our formalism

they appear because we have assumed a normalizable boundary condition on all the quan-

tum fields including the ghosts. The boundary modes appear precisely from non-compact

ghost modes. This means that our pairing with respect to Qeq breaks down precisely for
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= Tr�e
�iHt � Tr e

�iHt

• and this can be reproduce by computing the equivariant index.  
 
 
 
 

• Thus the information of the cohomological variable is essential in this 

computation.

providing valuable lessons about the quantization of the gravitational degrees of freedom

of a black hole. This has been made possible by the application of the technique of super-

symmetric localization to supergravity in the near-horizon AdS2 region of BPS black holes.

The remarkable success of this idea indicates that it may be very useful in a larger class of

situations beyond that of BPS black holes in asymptotically flat space considered in [1, 2].

One could think of applying similar ideas to other BPS black holes or, more broadly, to

calculate exact bulk functional integrals in a generic AdSd+1/CFTd setting, thus giving

rise to an exact understanding of a sector of holography.

The main idea of localization, as is well-known by now, is to consider a fermionic

operator Q that is a symmetry of the theory [5–9]. One deforms the theory by a Q-

exact operator and the functional integral reduces to an integral over the set of critical

points of this deformation QV. With an appropriate choice of V, one obtains the critical

points to be the set of all o↵-shell field configurations annihilated by Q. Equivalently,

one twists all the fields by the spinorial generator of Q, and then the functional integral

can be written as an integral over the space of twisted or cohomological variables that are

in manifest representations of the supersymmetry algebra. The twisting procedure also

greatly simplifies the calculation of the one-loop determinants of the deformation operator

involved in localization. In its most powerful equivariant version, we have a supersymmetric

theory defined on a background space that admits a fermionic charge obeying the o↵-shell

algebra Q2 = H, with H being a compact bosonic generator acting on the background

space as well as the field space [10].

Despite its successes mentioned above, localization in supergravity has always su↵ered

from some formal issues as well as practical problems. In this paper we address and resolve

two of the foundational issues: (1) What is the meaning of Q in supergravity? (2) What

are the correct twisted variables of supergravity? The heart of the di�culties in both these

problems lies in the non-linear nature of supergravity. As we explain, the answers to both

questions depends on the existence of a supersymmetric background, which we assume to

be a non-compact space with an asymptotic boundary, that is used to define the global

symmetries. We focus on asymptotically Anti de Sitter space here, but our construction

should also apply to asymptotically flat space. In the rest of the introduction, we explain

these two questions, their resolution, and their consequences in some detail.

1.1 A global supercharge Qeq in supergravity

The main formal issue underlying localization in supergravity is how to define a rigid su-

percharge in the quantum theory of supergravity in which the metric and gravitini are fluc-

tuating in the functional integral. This is sometimes expressed as the slogan that all sym-

metries in supergravity are gauge symmetries, or that there is no global (super)symmetry

in (super)gravity. As is well-known, one can overcome this by considering a space with a

boundary, interpreting the boundary conditions on the fields as a fixed background, and

integrating over the fluctuations. The (super)symmetries of the background are now our

global symmetries.

The question really is how to implement these background symmetries on all the fluc-

tuating quantum fields of the gravitational theory. In ordinary gauge theories, there is a

– 2 –

2. What are the twisted variables in supergravity and 
          - cohomology?

! cf. [Bae, Imbimbo, Rey ’15] [Imbimbo, Rosa ’18] for use of twisting for 

supersymmetric solutions. Here all fluctuations.
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Background field method of BRST

Modified BRST

Split fields into background + quantum

where R↵
i may include derivatives acting on the (bosonic or fermionic3) parameters ⇠↵(xµ).

We consider theories where the gauge transformations obey o↵-shell closure, which is ex-

pressed by

⇠ �
[2 ⇠

�
1]R�

j @jR�
i =

1

2
⇠ �
2 ⇠ �

1 f��
↵R↵

i . (2.2)

The gauge transformations also obey the Jacobi identity:

⇠ ↵
1 ⇠ �

2 ⇠
�
3 R�

j@jf�↵
� � ⇠ ↵

1 ⇠ �
2 ⇠

�
3 f��

�f�↵
� + cyclic in (1, 2, 3) = 0 . (2.3)

The equation (2.2) defines the structure functions f↵��(�i). In Yang-Mills theories, these

reduce to the structure constants of the gauge group. In supergravity, these functions

depend in a non-trivial manner on the fields, and many of the complications of supergravity

arises from this dependence.

We are interested in a set up where the fields are decomposed into background and

quantum fields as

�i = �̊ i + e� i . (2.4)

Correspondingly we can restrict some of the gauge transformations to a subgroup param-

eterized by ⇠̊ ↵, and get background transformation of the form

�̊�̊i = ⇠̊ ↵R(�̊)↵
i . (2.5)

The action of the background transformations on the quantum fields e� i is then a di↵erence

of the transformation (2.1) on the full field and the background transformations (2.5).

The BRST transformation rules for the background and quantum fields are derived

in [1] by promoting the gauge transformations (2.1), (2.5) to BRST variations, and then

showing that these transformations form a closed algebra, thus leading to a nilpotent

operator. Below we include a slightly di↵erent presentation using the idea of background-

freezing4. The usual BRST transformation rules on the full (background + quantum fields)5

are

�brst �
i = ⇤ (̊c+ c)↵R(�)↵

i , (2.6)

�brst (̊c+ c)↵ = �1

2
(̊c+ c)�⇤ (̊c+ c)� f(�)��

↵ . (2.7)

We now insert a factor of mP to separate the classical and quantum parts as6 � = �̊+ 1
mP

e�
and cfull := c̊+ 1

mP
c. The limit mP ! 1 isolates the BRST transformations acting only on

3Our conventions for placement of the Grassman variables is di↵erent from [1]. It is chosen to allow us

to take away the Grassman parameter easily when we define the charge from the variation rules.
4This idea was inspired by its use, with great e↵ect, in various contexts in field theory and string

theory [29]. The new point here is to apply it to the ghost system.
5We use the notation c↵ rather than ec↵ to denote the quantum ghost as there is only one such field in

any theory. The field c̊↵, although formally playing the role of the background ghost at the moment, will

become a fixed parameter rather than a ghost field in our treatment below.
6Here we have assumed that the dimension of �i is one, but it is a general fact that the quantum

fluctuations are suppressed by a positive power of mP and the heuristic argument below goes through. The

algebra of BRST transformations can be verified independent of these arguments.
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Then the usual BRST transformation for full fields are

�i = �̊i + �̃i , c↵ ! c̊↵ + c↵
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Background field method of BRST

Modified BRST

Split fields into background + quantum

the background fields. Upon subtracting these background transformations from the full

field, we obtain the transformation laws of the quantum fields:

�brst e�i = ⇤ (c+ c̊)↵R(�)↵
i � ⇤ c̊↵R(�̊)↵

i , (2.8)

�brst c
↵ = �1

2
(c+ c̊)�⇤ (c+ c̊)� f(�)��

↵ +
1

2
c̊ �⇤ c̊� f(�̊)��

↵ . (2.9)

It is clear that the charge �brst is nilpotent, as the transformation rules on the full fields as

well as on the background is exactly the usual BRST variations, and the variation on the

quantum part is simply the di↵erence of the two.

The next step is to deform this BRST charge to a new charge �eq as follows. First

we freeze the background to some fixed values, which we will take in our application to

be the boundary value of the fields, typically a solution of the equations of motion of the

theory. This can be thought of as a partial gauge-fixing procedure, and the corresponding

background ghosts should be set to zero in order for the BRST variations to be consistent.

The only background ghosts that can still have non-zero values are the ones corresponding

to isometries of the background, which obey

c̊↵R(�̊)↵
i = 0 . (2.10)

In the AdS/CFT type situation mentioned in the introduction, the background fields are

fixed by the boundary conditions and are not allowed to fluctuate in the functional integral.

The isometries above are parameterized by background ghosts that are non-normalizable

in spacetime, and are therefore also fixed in the functional integral. In situations where the

isometries are normalizable, e.g. when the spacetimes are compact, we need to introduce

ghosts for ghosts and so on, we will not consider such situations here in this paper.

The required deformation is obtained by combining this isometry condition with the

BRST rules (2.8), (2.9):

�eq e�i = ⇤ (c+ c̊)↵R(�)↵
i , (2.11)

�eq c
↵ = �1

2
(c+ c̊)�⇤ (c+ c̊)� f(�)��

↵ +
1

2
c̊ �⇤ c̊� f(�̊)��

↵ . (2.12)

Here we have inserted a parameter  multiplying the deformation term. The equivariant

rules are obtained at  = 1, while the ususal BRST rules on the full field (2.6), (2.7) are

recovered in the limit  ! 1. The equivariant charge obeys the algebra

�2eq = �̊⇠̊ , (2.13)

where �̊⇠̊ is the background isometry transformation parameterized by the bilinear7

⇠̊↵ =
1

2
⇤2 c̊

�⇤1 c̊
� f(�̊)��

↵ , (2.14)

acting on the quantum fields as

�̊⇠̊
e�i = ⇠̊ ↵R(�)↵

i , (2.15)

�̊⇠̊ c
↵ = �c� ⇠̊ � f(�)��

↵ . (2.16)

7The order of the grassmann parameter ⇤1 and ⇤2 is for �2eq = �eq1�eq2.
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It is clear that the charge �brst is nilpotent, as the transformation rules on the full fields as

well as on the background is exactly the usual BRST variations, and the variation on the

quantum part is simply the di↵erence of the two.

The next step is to deform this BRST charge to a new charge �eq as follows. First

we freeze the background to some fixed values, which we will take in our application to

be the boundary value of the fields, typically a solution of the equations of motion of the

theory. This can be thought of as a partial gauge-fixing procedure, and the corresponding

background ghosts should be set to zero in order for the BRST variations to be consistent.

The only background ghosts that can still have non-zero values are the ones corresponding

to isometries of the background, which obey

c̊↵R(�̊)↵
i = 0 . (2.10)

In the AdS/CFT type situation mentioned in the introduction, the background fields are

fixed by the boundary conditions and are not allowed to fluctuate in the functional integral.

The isometries above are parameterized by background ghosts that are non-normalizable

in spacetime, and are therefore also fixed in the functional integral. In situations where the

isometries are normalizable, e.g. when the spacetimes are compact, we need to introduce

ghosts for ghosts and so on, we will not consider such situations here in this paper.

The required deformation is obtained by combining this isometry condition with the

BRST rules (2.8), (2.9):
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Here we have inserted a parameter  multiplying the deformation term. The equivariant

rules are obtained at  = 1, while the ususal BRST rules on the full field (2.6), (2.7) are

recovered in the limit  ! 1. The equivariant charge obeys the algebra

�2eq = �̊⇠̊ , (2.13)

where �̊⇠̊ is the background isometry transformation parameterized by the bilinear7
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It is natural to to read off the transformation of quantum fields  
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It is clear that the charge �brst is nilpotent, as the transformation rules on the full fields as

well as on the background is exactly the usual BRST variations, and the variation on the

quantum part is simply the di↵erence of the two.

The next step is to deform this BRST charge to a new charge �eq as follows. First

we freeze the background to some fixed values, which we will take in our application to

be the boundary value of the fields, typically a solution of the equations of motion of the

theory. This can be thought of as a partial gauge-fixing procedure, and the corresponding

background ghosts should be set to zero in order for the BRST variations to be consistent.

The only background ghosts that can still have non-zero values are the ones corresponding

to isometries of the background, which obey

c̊↵R(�̊)↵
i = 0 . (2.10)

In the AdS/CFT type situation mentioned in the introduction, the background fields are

fixed by the boundary conditions and are not allowed to fluctuate in the functional integral.

The isometries above are parameterized by background ghosts that are non-normalizable

in spacetime, and are therefore also fixed in the functional integral. In situations where the

isometries are normalizable, e.g. when the spacetimes are compact, we need to introduce

ghosts for ghosts and so on, we will not consider such situations here in this paper.
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the background fields. Upon subtracting these background transformations from the full

field, we obtain the transformation laws of the quantum fields:
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It is clear that the charge �brst is nilpotent, as the transformation rules on the full fields as

well as on the background is exactly the usual BRST variations, and the variation on the

quantum part is simply the di↵erence of the two.

The next step is to deform this BRST charge to a new charge �eq as follows. First

we freeze the background to some fixed values, which we will take in our application to

be the boundary value of the fields, typically a solution of the equations of motion of the

theory. This can be thought of as a partial gauge-fixing procedure, and the corresponding

background ghosts should be set to zero in order for the BRST variations to be consistent.

The only background ghosts that can still have non-zero values are the ones corresponding

to isometries of the background, which obey

c̊↵R(�̊)↵
i = 0 . (2.10)

In the AdS/CFT type situation mentioned in the introduction, the background fields are

fixed by the boundary conditions and are not allowed to fluctuate in the functional integral.

The isometries above are parameterized by background ghosts that are non-normalizable

in spacetime, and are therefore also fixed in the functional integral. In situations where the

isometries are normalizable, e.g. when the spacetimes are compact, we need to introduce

ghosts for ghosts and so on, we will not consider such situations here in this paper.

The required deformation is obtained by combining this isometry condition with the

BRST rules (2.8), (2.9):
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Here we have inserted a parameter  multiplying the deformation term. The equivariant

rules are obtained at  = 1, while the ususal BRST rules on the full field (2.6), (2.7) are

recovered in the limit  ! 1. The equivariant charge obeys the algebra

�2eq = �̊⇠̊ , (2.13)
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It is natural to to read off the transformation of quantum fields  

Simple!    If the algebra is Lie algebra, then the transformation rule will 
reproduce the one of usual background field method in field theory. 
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Fix the background.  

Modified BRST

Choose         to be an isometry parameter (Killing spinor)

•       There is no background value of ghost, except the isometry 

the background fields. Upon subtracting these background transformations from the full

field, we obtain the transformation laws of the quantum fields:

�brst e�i = ⇤ (c+ c̊)↵R(�)↵
i � ⇤ c̊↵R(�̊)↵

i , (2.8)
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It is clear that the charge �brst is nilpotent, as the transformation rules on the full fields as

well as on the background is exactly the usual BRST variations, and the variation on the

quantum part is simply the di↵erence of the two.

The next step is to deform this BRST charge to a new charge �eq as follows. First

we freeze the background to some fixed values, which we will take in our application to

be the boundary value of the fields, typically a solution of the equations of motion of the

theory. This can be thought of as a partial gauge-fixing procedure, and the corresponding

background ghosts should be set to zero in order for the BRST variations to be consistent.

The only background ghosts that can still have non-zero values are the ones corresponding

to isometries of the background, which obey

c̊↵R(�̊)↵
i = 0 . (2.10)

In the AdS/CFT type situation mentioned in the introduction, the background fields are

fixed by the boundary conditions and are not allowed to fluctuate in the functional integral.

The isometries above are parameterized by background ghosts that are non-normalizable

in spacetime, and are therefore also fixed in the functional integral. In situations where the

isometries are normalizable, e.g. when the spacetimes are compact, we need to introduce

ghosts for ghosts and so on, we will not consider such situations here in this paper.

The required deformation is obtained by combining this isometry condition with the

BRST rules (2.8), (2.9):
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2
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↵ . (2.12)

Here we have inserted a parameter  multiplying the deformation term. The equivariant
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c̊↵
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[ de Wit, S. Murthy, V. Reys ’18]

Fix the background.  

Modified BRST

Choose         to be an isometry parameter (Killing spinor)

•       There is no background value of ghost, except the isometry 

•  For non-compact space,  this isometry parameter is not normalizable, 
and is no longer gauge symmetry. 

• We do not need to introduce additional  ghost of ghost. 

c̊↵
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•       There is no background value of ghost, except the isometry 

Deformation
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•       Then the algebra equivariantly closes to bosonic symmetry with rigid 
parameter. 

c̊↵
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• If                      is constant,  then  the algebra is closed. 
• It is possible by the observation that the index      is for bosonic symmetry.  
 

�eq�̊i = ⇤c̊AR(�̊)Ai

�eq�̃i = ⇤(̊c+ c̃)AR(�)iA � ⇤c̊AR(�̊)Ai

�eqc̊A = 0

�eqcA = �1
2 (̊c+ c)C⇤(̊c+ c)Bf(�)BC

A + 1
2 c̊

C⇤c̊Bf(�̊)BC
A

�̂b̃A = ⇤B̃A

�̂B̃A = 1
2⇠

E⇤⇠Df(�̊)DE
Bf(�̊+ �̃)BA

C (̊b+ b̃)C .

(69)

�eq�̊i = ⇤c̊AR(�̊)Ai

�eq�̃i = ⇤(̊c+ c̃)AR(�)iA � ⇤c̊AR(�̊)Ai

�eqc̊A = 0

�eqcA = �1
2 (̊c+ c)C⇤(̊c+ c)Bf(�)BC

A + 1
2 c̊

C⇤c̊Bf(�̊)BC
A

�eqbA = ⇤BA

�eqBA = ⇠̊Bf(�)BA
CbC .

(70)

where transformation of B̃A was properly defined for the algebra.

The algebra is following

�̂2�̃i = 1
2⇤1⇠C⇤2⇠Bf(�̊)BC

AR(�̊+ �̃)Ai

�̂2c̃A = �(⇠ + c̃)C 1
2⇤1⇠E⇤2⇠Df(�̊)DE

Bf(�̊+ �̃)BC
A

�̂2b̃A = 1
2⇤1⇠E⇤2⇠Df(�̊)DE

Bf(�̊+ �̃)BA
C b̃C

�̂2B̃A = 1
2⇤1⇠E⇤2⇠Df(�̊)DE

Bf(�̊+ �̃)BA
CB̃C .

+ 1
2⇠

E⇤1⇠Df(�̊)DE
B⇤2(⇠ + c̃)FR(�̊+ �̃)F j@jf(�̊+ �̃)BA

C b̃C

(71)

�̂2�̃i = 1
2⇤1⇠C⇤2⇠Bf(�̊)BC

AR(�̊+ �̃)Ai

�̂2c̃A = �(⇠ + c̃)C 1
2⇤1⇠E⇤2⇠Df(�̊)DE

Bf(�̊+ �̃)BC
A

�2eqbA = ⇠̊Bf(�)BA
CbC

�2eqBA = ⇠̊Bf(�)BA
CBC + ⇠̊B (̊c+ c)FR(�)F j@jf(�)BA

CbC

(72)

LET US ARGUE THAT FOR THE SUPERGRAVITY CASE THE SECOND TERM IN THE �̂2B̃A VANISHES.

In the second term of �̂2B̃A, the parameters 1
2⇠

E⇤1⇠Df(�̊)DE
B are for bosonic symmetries because the parameters

⇠A are from fermionic symmetries. If the index B in the structure function f(�̊+ �̃)BA
C is from bosonic, then the

structure function is constants. (LET US CONFIRM THIS!) Thus the derivative on it vanishes.

Now the square of the modified BRST transformation is closed to symmetries with parameters 1
2⇤1⇠C⇤2⇠Bf(�̊)BC

A.

The ghost fields c̃A , b̃A and B̃A transform as adjoint matter fields as in (47).

�2eq = �̊⇠̊ , ⇠̊A = 1
2⇤1c̊

C⇤2c̊
Bf(�̊)BC

A (73)
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Anti-ghost and auxiliary field

Modified BRST

These transformations are exactly what we expect according to the representations of the

fields and ghosts under the isometry transformation around an invariant background: the

quantum matter fields e�i transform8 in the representation R↵
i and the c↵-ghosts transform

in the adjoint representation.

Now we turn to the anti-ghost b↵ and the Lagrange-multipliers B↵. Since we have

frozen the background fields, the background values for these fields can be set to zero. At

this point we specialize to our situation of interest, namely supergravity backgrounds in

which the only background ghosts c̊↵ are those corresponding to fermionic transformations.

In this case we can write the transformations on the quantum anti-ghost fields:

�eq b↵ = ⇤B↵ , (2.17)

�eqB↵ =
1

2
c̊�⇤ c̊ � f(�̊)��

� f(�)�↵
� b� . (2.18)

One can check that the commutator of two transformations on these fields also obeys the

algebra (2.13) where the background transformations �̊⇠ act as

�2eq b↵ = ⇠̊�f(�)�↵
� b� , (2.19)

as consistent with the fact that b↵ transforms in the adjoint representation of the full gauge

algebra, in parallel with the situation for the quantum fields e�i and ghosts c↵. The algebra

also closes in the same way for the Lagrange-multiplier B↵, i.e.

�̊⇠̊ B↵ = ⇠̊�f(�)�↵
� B� , (2.20)

but this deserves a comment. In a generic theory, if we assume that B↵ transforms as

in (2.18), then the square of two transformations does not close on �̊⇠ (and contains extra

terms with derivatives of the structure functions). In the construction of [1], the closure

of the algebra is guaranteed by choosing �eqB↵ to only involve the background structure

constant f(�̊)�↵� , instead of the full structure function f(�)�↵� as in (2.18), and as a conse-

quence, the background transformation (2.20) also only involves the background structure

functions. In our supergravity situation, this tension between the closure of the algebra and

the“natural” transformation of the B↵ field (as a representation of the full gauge algebra)

does not arise because the relevant function f(�)�↵� in (2.18) is actually constant. This is

because the only functional dependence appears in the commutator of two supersymme-

tries, while the other structure functions are constants. Since we only allow non-zero c̊↵ for

fermionic transformations, the index � in the transformation of B is necessarily bosonic,

which therefore implies the constancy of f(�)�↵� . Thus the quantum and background

values are equal, and so (2.18) is consistent with the general construction of [1].

The final algebra can be written simply as

�2eq = �̊⇠̊ , (2.21)

where the background transformation �̊⇠̊ acts on any quantum field of the theory according

to its representation under the full gauge algebra.
8The quantum fields generically transform according to the di↵erence of the full transformation R (2.1)

and the background transformation (2.5), but in our situation the background transformations are isometries

and therefore have a vanishing action (2.10).
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�2eq B↵ = ⇠̊�f(�)�↵
�B� + ⇠̊� (̊c+ c)R(�)

i@if(�)�↵
�b�

f(�)�↵
�

�
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• Generically, for supergravity  softness of                     appears only from anti 
commutator of supersymmetries.  

• For the case of supergravity, (D=4 N=2 superconformal gavity) 
 
the “modified BRST” gives the equivariant symmetry 
 
 
 
 
 
where

is simply the condition that the background has a fermionic isometry, i.e. a rigid super-

symmetry, and the corresponding parameter c̊I is simply the corresponding Killing spinor.

Here we assume that we have a a non-compact background so that all the isometry param-

eters are non-normalizable, otherwise we would need an additional gauge fixing procedure

by introducing ghost for ghosts.

In this situation, the deformed BRST transformation given in (2.13), (2.14), (2.20)

and (2.20) is

�eq�̃
i = L⇤cµ(�̊+ �̃)i + ⇤(̊c+ c)IRI

i(�̊+ �̃) ,

�eqc
µ = ⇤c⌫@⌫c

µ � 1

2
(̊c+ c)J⇤(̊c+ c)IfIJ

µ(�̊+ �̃) +
1

2
c̊J⇤c̊IfIJ

µ(�̊) ,

�eqc
I = ⇤cµ@µ(̊c+ c)I � 1

2
(̊c+ c)K⇤(̊c+ c)JfJK

I(�̊+ �̃) +
1

2
c̊K⇤c̊JfJK

I(�̊) ,

�eqbµ = ⇤Bµ ,

�eqbI = ⇤BI , (2.28)

�eqBµ = L 1
2 c̊

J⇤c̊IfIJµ(�̊)bµ +
1

2
@µ

⇣
c̊K⇤c̊JfJK

I(�̊)
⌘
bI ,

�eqBI = L 1
2 c̊

J⇤c̊IfIJµ(�̊)bI +
1

2
c̊L⇤c̊KfKL

J(�̊)fJI
µ(�̊+ �̃)bµ

+
1

2
c̊M⇤c̊LfLM

J(�̊)fJI
K(�̊+ �̃)bK .

Now, we express the equivariant cohomology without the formal grassmann parameter ⇤,

by defining �eq = ⇤Qeq. Defining the Killing vector,

v̊µ :=
1

2
c̊J c̊IfIJ

µ(�̊) , (2.29)

and the parameters for bosonic transformations

"̊I3 :=
1

2
c̊K c̊JfJK

I(�̊) , (2.30)

the algebra is

Q2
eq�̃

i = Lv̊(�̊+ �̃)i + "̊I3RI
i(�̊+ �̃) ,

Q2
eqc

µ = L⇠cµ � (̊c+ c)J "̊I3fIJ
µ(�̊+ �̃) ,

Q2
eqc

I = Lv̊ (̊c+ c)I � (̊c+ c)µ@µ"̊I3 � (̊c+ c)J "̊K3 fKJ
I(�̊+ �̃) ,

Q2
eqbµ = Lv̊bµ + @µ"̊I3bI ,

Q2
eqbI = Lv̊bI + "̊J3 fJI

µ(�̊+ �̃)bµ + "̊J3 fJI
K(�̊+ �̃)bK ,

Q2
eqBµ = Lv̊Bµ + @µ"̊I3BI ,

Q2
eqBI = Lv̊BI + "̊J3 fJI

µ(�̊+ �̃)Bµ + "J3 fJI
K(�̊+ �̃)BK

+ 1
2 "̊

J
3

⇣
Lcµ(�̊+ �)i + (̊c+ c)LRL

i(�̊+ �̃)
⌘
@ifJIµ(�̊+ �̃)bµ

+ 1
2 "̊

J
3

⇣
Lcµ(�̊+ �)i + (̊c+ c)LRL

i(�̊+ �̃)
⌘
@ifJIK(�̊+ �̃)bK .
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is simply the condition that the background has a fermionic isometry, i.e. a rigid super-

symmetry, and the corresponding parameter c̊I is simply the corresponding Killing spinor.

Here we assume that we have a a non-compact background so that all the isometry param-
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2 c̊
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1
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The last two lines look a bit out of place. Recalling that fJIµ(�̊+ �̃) = 0 and the fJIK(�̊+

�̃) is constant whenever the index J is for bosonic symmetry, we see that the last two

terms in the Q2
eqBI and further various terms involving fJIµ vanish. Thus the equivariant

cohomology is summarized in elegant manner:

Q2
eq = Lv̊ +

X

I,bos

�I("̊
I
3) , (2.32)

where the sum in the second term is now over all bosonic symmetries except general

coordinate transformations.

The above treatment is valid for any supergravity theory and therefore we left the

structure functions unspecified. The structure functions of supergravity are based on an

underlying super Lie algebra and can be computed systematically in any given example.

This is what we proceed to do next.

2.2.1 Four-dimensional N = 2 supergravity

We now consider the specific example of four-dimensional N = 2 supergravity in the

superconformal formalism. This theory can be formulated as a gauge theory via the so-

called superconformal calculus, which we briefly review below. The development in this

subsection can be applied to other supergravity theories that admit an o↵-shell description.

The starting point is to consider the N = 2 superconformal algebra in four dimensions.

We review the details of the algebra in Appendix C.1. We gauge all the superconformal sym-

metries (Pa ,Mab , D ,Ka , Qi , Si , SU(2)R , U(1)R), and introduce the corresponding gauge

fields
�
eaµ ,!

ab
µ , bµ , fa

µ , i
µ ,�

i
µ ,V i

µ j , Aµ

�
. The generic gauge field hAµ transforms under a

generic gauge transformation with parameter ✏A as:

�(✏)hAµ = @µ✏
A + ✏ChBµ f̃BC

A , (2.33)

where f̃BC
A is the structure constant for the superconformal symmetries. At this stage,

the gauge fields are all independent fields. For the supergravity interpretation, the relation

between them should be obtained by imposing “conventional constraint”. This determines

!ab
µ ,�iµ and fa

µ in terms of the other fields, so that eaµ and  i
µ become the vielbein and the

gravitini respectively. At the same time we replace the translation Pa by ‘covariant general

coordinate transformation’

⇠aPa = �cgct(⇠) = �gct(⇠
µ)�

X

I

�I(⇠
µhIµ) , ⇠µ = ⇠aeµa , (2.34)

where the summation over I denotes all the gauge symmetries except the translation.7 In

fact the transformation (2.33) of the vielbein eµa is equivalent to the covariant general

coordinate transformation (2.34) under the conventional constraint. For non-gauge fields,

Pa acts as what we will call the covariant derivative

Pa� = Da� = ea
µ(@µ�� �I(h

I
µ)�) . (2.35)

7Note that ⇠a is the symmetry parameter of the covariant general coordinate transformation and the ⇠µ

is composite of the parameter and the inverse vielbein. If we treat ⇠µ as a parameter, then �cgct(⇠) would

not be covariant.
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Application to supergravity

f(�)�↵
�
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Matter coupled to supergravity
• General formulation can be applied in the same manner when matter 
coupled to supergravity. 

• This formalism systemize the construction the equivariant charge that was 
constructed in  SUSY gauge theories. : 
 
For rigid limit of SUGRA coupled to YM theory recovers the field theory 

cf. Pestun ’07,  Hama-Hosomichi ’12, David-Gava-Gupta-Narain ‘16

Now, recalling the discussion after Equation (2.22) that fBA
µ(�) = 0 and that fBA

C(�)

is constant whenever the index B labels a bosonic symmetry transformation, we find that

some of the structure functions in the transformations (2.24) are actually constant. A

direct calculation of the various commutators results in the algebra:

Q2
eq = Lv̊ +

X

A2bos
�A("̊

A
3 ) , (2.27)

where the sum in the second term is now over all bosonic symmetries except general

coordinate transformations.

It is worth re-emphasising that the deformed BRST transformations (2.24) are con-

sistently defined around an arbitrary supersymmetric background. The consequent alge-

bra (2.27) depends on the choice of background through its rigid symmetry parameters.

On specializing to a flat background, we recover the algebra discussed in [21, 22, 24].

2.3 Matter multiplets coupled to supergravity

The general formalism explained in the previous section can also be applied in the same

manner when matter multiplets are coupled to supergravity. Many such examples of such

constructions have been discussed recently (see e.g. the review collection [32]). In this

subsection, we show that our general formalism gives a uniform explanation for the various

constructions.

Suppose a matter multiplet is accompanied by internal gauge symmetry G which we

take to be generic non-abelian Lie group. Then the superconformal symmetry gets the

central extension; in general, anti-commutation of two supercharges Q generates the inter-

nal gauge symmetry G with field dependent parameter. Thus the structure functions are

enlarged to include the internal gauge algebra, {fBC
A(�)} ! {fBC

A(�) , fBC
I(�) , fJKI},

where I , J ,K are the gauge index and fJKI is constant. In addition to the matter multi-

plet {�i
m}, we include the ghost multiplet {cI , bI , BI} of the internal gauge symmetry G

to the Weyl multiplet and its ghost multiplets. As in the previous section, we use the

deformed BRST transformation as in (2.24) to get the algebra (2.27).

In order to consider the matter fields on rigid supergravity background, we suppress

all the quantum fluctuations of the Weyl multiplet and its ghost fields and set them to

their background values. Thus we have

Qeq
e�i
m = c̊ARA

i(�̊+ e�m) + cIRI
i(�̊+ e�m)

Qeqc
I = �1

2
c̊C c̊B(fBC

I(�̊+ e�m)� fBC
I(�̊)) +

1

2
cKcJfJK

I

QeqbI = BI (2.28)

QeqBI = L 1
2 c̊

B c̊AfAB
µ(�̊)bI +

1

2
c̊B c̊AfAB

J(�̊)fJI
KbK ,

and the algebra closes equivariantly to

Q2
eq = Lv̊ +

X

A2bos
�A("̊

A
3 ) + �G(̊a) , (2.29)
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where the parameters v̊µ and "̊A3 are the Killing vector (2.25) and rigid bosonic symmetry

parameters (2.26), respectively, and the åI is rigid parameter for the internal gauge group

G defined as

åI =
1

2
c̊B c̊AfAB

I(�̊) . (2.30)

We now illustrate the simple example of an abelian vector multiplet coupled to N = 2

supergravity background that we use in the following. The vector multiplet consists of a

vector field Aµ, a scalar X, two gaugini �i which form an SU(2) doublet of chiral fermions,

and the auxiliary scalars Y ij which form an SU(2) triplet. The algebra that is used for

localization is that of a rigid supersymmetry Q2 which squares to bosonic symmetries with

field dependent parameters:

Q2 = Lv̊ +Gauge(a) , (2.31)

where we have assumed that there are no other bosonic transformations on the right-hand

side, just to make the discussion simpler. Here, a is the U(1) gauge parameter given by

a = �v̊µAµ � 2i(̊ci�c̊i�X + c̊i+c̊i+X). Note that this includes the background value as well

as fluctuation of fields. In order to get a rigid symmetry algebra, one introduces the ghost

system (c, b, B) for the U(1) gauge symmetry, and uses the combination bQ = Q+Qbrst. In

this case one has to additionally work out the transformations of Q on the ghost system

demanding consistency of the algebra (see [12, 20, 25, 33] for details of this procedure in

some examples).

Our formalism above systematizes this procedure, and the transformation rules of bQ
are precisely those of Qeq. The transformations of the rigid supersymmetry Q correspond

to the terms involving c̊, and the other terms correspond to the BRST transformation

Qbrst.9 In this case one obtains

Qeq c = �ea , Qeq ea = �Lv̊c , (2.32)

Qeq b = B , QeqB = Lv̊b ,

in agreement with the construction of the combined cohomology bQ in each case. The

algebra closes to bosonic symmetries with field independent rigid parameters,

Q2
eq = Lv̊ +Gauge(̊a) , (2.33)

as can be read o↵ directly from (2.28).

3 Twisted fields and algebra of N = 2 conformal supergravity

In this section we implement the twisting procedure described above on all the fields of

the N = 2 supergravity (Weyl) multiplet. We then classify all the twisted fields as repre-

sentations of the supersymmetry algebra (2.27). This representation, called the cohomology

9The constant gauge transformation parameter åI = 1
2 c̊

B c̊AfAB
I(�̊) in (2.30) corresponds to the param-

eter a0 that appears in (4.12) of [20] or (4.9) of [25]. In the (2.28), it naturally appears as a part of the

rigid supersymmetry Q transformation of the ghost fields . A di↵erence is that since we do not consider the

zero mode of the ghost fields, the multiplet of ghost for ghost is absent. i.e. ea0 = ec0 = c0 = b0 = 0 in [20].
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Twisting and cohomological classification

• Reorganize the fields into the representation of cohomology complex.  
 
 
 
 
                 
               .  

• This reorganization is a change of variable:  local and invertible 

• Find an appropriate choice of twisting of spinors such that we can find the 
 
cohomological variables and the change of variables is non-singular.

� �! Qeq�

D10

 �! Qeq 
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Twisted field and algebra
• 1. Choose a way of twisting and make sure that it is invertible. 

• 2.  Start with a given component         of   boson (or fermion) in some representation R  of 
gauge group.  Lorentz , R-symmetry etc.. 

• 3.  Consider its variation                   which may be a composite combination of bosons and 
fermions with some coefficient made of Killing spinor and background value .  Find a    
fermion            of the same representation with          which linearly appears.  

• 4.         should not involve derivative, also the coefficient of this term should be regular.  
Otherwise the invertibility will not be guaranteed.  
 

• 5. If we can find such            then we classify   the          as the elementary bosonic 
variable in      and may exclude           from the elementary fermionic variable         . 

• 6. Keep the process until the end.  If we fail, reconsider the twisting.  

In order to achieve such a classification we need, firstly, an operator Qeq with a well-

defined o↵-shell action in the theory. This is precisely what we achieved in the previous

sections for N = 2 supergravity around any supersymmetric background that admits a

Killing spinor "i, we shall refer to Qeq as the supercharge from now on, and the transfor-

mations as supersymmetry transformations from now on. The next step is to twist the

various fermionic fields, i.e. construct linear combinations with the Killing spinor so as

to obtain a set of fields with purely bosonic quantum numbers. Having done that the

problem reduces to tracking the supersymmetry transformations on all the fields and clas-

sifying them into the four sets listed above. This classification of course only respects the

superalgebra (??) and, in particular, the local Lorentz components of the same field can

end up in di↵erent sets.

We are now faced with the question: how does a given field component qualify to

be elementary or not. To answer this we note that firstly the change of variables has

to be invertible, otherwise the functional integration measure would be singular. We also

demand that the change of variables is local, else it is di�cult to make sense of the functional

integral. In particular, we may not be otherwise able to use the fixed point formula.

We reorganize the variables through the following procedure. We start with a given

component say �R of a bosonic field in some representation R of the gauge group, i.e. the

local Lorentz algebra, R-symmety etc. Consider the variation Qeq�R which is clearly in

the same representation, and may be a composite combination of bosonic fields and the

twisted fermionic fields with some coe�cients made of Killing spinors "i. We find a term

where the fermionic field  R in the same representation as the boson �R linearly appears.

This fermionic field should not contain derivatives otherwise the change of variables will

not be invertible (as the constant modes will not be present). Also the coe�cient of this

term should be regular everywhere for the invertibility. In this case we classify �R as a

variable in � and Qeq�R in Qeq�. In the same way, we find the fermionic variables in  

and the corresponding bosonic variables in Qeq .

We now use these ideas to classify the cohomology complex of N = 2 supergravity. We

begin by reviewing the simpler case of the vector multiplet fields to set up the formalism

and notations, this case was already done in REFs.

3.1 Vector multiplet

TheN = 2 vector multiplet
�
Aµ, X,�i, Yij

�
consists of a vector fieldAµ, a complex scalarX,

two gaugini �i which form an SU(2) doublet of chiral fermions, and the auxiliary scalars Yij
which form an SU(2) triplet. The vector field Aµ is a gauge field for U(1) gauge symmetry,

and correspondingly we introduce the ghost system (b, c, B). The ghost b and anti-ghost c

are fermionic, and the Lagrange multiplier B is bosonic.

First we write the spinorial gaugini fields �i in terms of bosonic variables by projecting

against the fixed Killing spinors "i. Using (�5"i , �µ"i , "ij"j) as a basis, the change of

variables is given by (ZZZ Contraction conventions):

�i = ("j "
j)�1

�
��5"i�� �µ "i �µ � "jk "

k �ij
�
, (3.1)
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Y ij which form an SU(2) triplet. As can be seen from the algebra in (C.32), the square of

the supersymmetry Q2 gives

Q2 = Lv̊ +Gauge(a) + Others . (2.44)

Here, a is the field dependent U(1) gauge parameter as given in (C.42), a = �v̊µAµ+ c̊i̊ciX

(ZZZ Change c̊ to " ? ), which comes from c̊K c̊JfJK⌃(�̊ + �̃m) of the general structure

of the algebra. Note that the a includes the background value as well as fluctuation of

fields. The ‘Others’ are the all the other bosonic symmetries in superconformal algebra

with field independent rigid parameters. We introduce the ghost system (c, b, B) for U(1)

and consider the equivariant cohomology of Qeq. For the Qeq transformation on the vector

multiplet, we add the brst transformation QB to the Q transformation. For the ghost

multiplet, the transformation Qeq is

Qeqc = �ã , Qeqã = �Lv̊c , (2.45)

Qeqb = B , QeqB = Lv̊b .

Then the algebra closes as

Q2
eq = Lv̊ +Gauge(̊a) + Others , (2.46)

where all the bosonic symmetries are parametrized by field independent rigid parameters.

Thus we see that the modified BRST transformation (2.41) gives natural explanation

for the combined cohomology of Q + QB in [REF Pestun, Hosomichi] and [Rajesh]. The

rules of the rigid supersymmetry transformation with grassmann even parameter Q are the

terms which involve the c̊, and the other terms are the BRST transformation QB. 9

3 Twisted fields and algebra of N = 2 conformal supergravity

In this section we implement the twisting procedure described above on all the fields of

the N = 2 supergravity (Weyl) multiplet. We then classify all the twisted fields as repre-

sentations of the supersymmetry algebra (??). This representation, called the cohomology

complex, is of the form (� , Qeq� , , Qeq ). Here � and  denote the collection of some

of the bosons and fermions, respectively, of the theory which we shall call elementary. The

rest of the bosonic and fermionic fields are in the collection Qeq and Qeq�, respectively.

We can think of this procedure as a change of variables in the (matter+ ghost) field space

from the fields labelled as usual under local Lorentz indices to a set of fields that are paired

up under the operator Qeq. This change of variables will be very useful when we compute

the functional integral using localization, as the algebra (??) is then manifestly satisfied

on these variables removing any issues caused by gauge choices.

9The constant gauge transformation parameter a0 appeared in (4.12) of [Pestun] or (4.9) of [Hosomich]

corresponds to å⇧ = 1
2 c̊

M c̊LfLM
⇧(�̊) in (2.41). One di↵erence is that while a0 appears as the modification

of BRST symmetry in [REF], it is natural to take it as a part of supersymmetry transformation. Another

di↵erence is that since we do not consider the zero mode of the ghost fields, the multiplet of ghost for ghost

is absent. i.e. ã0 = c̃0 = c0 = b0 = 0 in [REF]. The (4.7) of the paper [REF[1609.07443]] can also be

understood in this general formula (2.41).
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31

Twisted field and algebra

This procedure guarantees the invertibility if considering small fluctuation. 
 We assume it holds even for large fluctuation. 

• 1. Choose a way of twisting and make sure that it is invertible. 

• 2.  Start with a given component         of   boson (or fermion) in some representation R  of 
gauge group.  Lorentz , R-symmetry etc.. 

• 3.  Consider its variation                   which may be a composite combination of bosons and 
fermions with some coefficient made of Killing spinor and background value .  Find a    
fermion            of the same representation with          which linearly appears.  

• 4.         should not involve derivative, also the coefficient of this term should be regular.  
Otherwise the invertibility will not be guaranteed.  
 

• 5. If we can find such            then we classify   the          as the elementary bosonic 
variable in      and may exclude           from the elementary fermionic variable         . 

• 6. Keep the process until the end.  If we fail, reconsider the twisting.  
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Y ij which form an SU(2) triplet. As can be seen from the algebra in (C.32), the square of

the supersymmetry Q2 gives

Q2 = Lv̊ +Gauge(a) + Others . (2.44)

Here, a is the field dependent U(1) gauge parameter as given in (C.42), a = �v̊µAµ+ c̊i̊ciX

(ZZZ Change c̊ to " ? ), which comes from c̊K c̊JfJK⌃(�̊ + �̃m) of the general structure

of the algebra. Note that the a includes the background value as well as fluctuation of

fields. The ‘Others’ are the all the other bosonic symmetries in superconformal algebra

with field independent rigid parameters. We introduce the ghost system (c, b, B) for U(1)

and consider the equivariant cohomology of Qeq. For the Qeq transformation on the vector

multiplet, we add the brst transformation QB to the Q transformation. For the ghost

multiplet, the transformation Qeq is

Qeqc = �ã , Qeqã = �Lv̊c , (2.45)

Qeqb = B , QeqB = Lv̊b .

Then the algebra closes as

Q2
eq = Lv̊ +Gauge(̊a) + Others , (2.46)

where all the bosonic symmetries are parametrized by field independent rigid parameters.

Thus we see that the modified BRST transformation (2.41) gives natural explanation

for the combined cohomology of Q + QB in [REF Pestun, Hosomichi] and [Rajesh]. The

rules of the rigid supersymmetry transformation with grassmann even parameter Q are the

terms which involve the c̊, and the other terms are the BRST transformation QB. 9

3 Twisted fields and algebra of N = 2 conformal supergravity

In this section we implement the twisting procedure described above on all the fields of

the N = 2 supergravity (Weyl) multiplet. We then classify all the twisted fields as repre-

sentations of the supersymmetry algebra (??). This representation, called the cohomology

complex, is of the form (� , Qeq� , , Qeq ). Here � and  denote the collection of some

of the bosons and fermions, respectively, of the theory which we shall call elementary. The

rest of the bosonic and fermionic fields are in the collection Qeq and Qeq�, respectively.

We can think of this procedure as a change of variables in the (matter+ ghost) field space

from the fields labelled as usual under local Lorentz indices to a set of fields that are paired

up under the operator Qeq. This change of variables will be very useful when we compute

the functional integral using localization, as the algebra (??) is then manifestly satisfied

on these variables removing any issues caused by gauge choices.

9The constant gauge transformation parameter a0 appeared in (4.12) of [Pestun] or (4.9) of [Hosomich]

corresponds to å⇧ = 1
2 c̊

M c̊LfLM
⇧(�̊) in (2.41). One di↵erence is that while a0 appears as the modification

of BRST symmetry in [REF], it is natural to take it as a part of supersymmetry transformation. Another

di↵erence is that since we do not consider the zero mode of the ghost fields, the multiplet of ghost for ghost

is absent. i.e. ã0 = c̃0 = c0 = b0 = 0 in [REF]. The (4.7) of the paper [REF[1609.07443]] can also be

understood in this general formula (2.41).
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Exercise:  N=2 U(1)  gauge multiple

• vector multiplet                                           9 B+8 F d.o.f.  
 
and U(1) ghost multiplet                              1b + 2F  d.o.f.  
 

• Choose a twisted variable  using the production  by                           
 
 
 
 
inverse relation is  
 
 
 
 

• cf.  We could have used another twisting using 
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In order to achieve such a classification we need, firstly, an operator Qeq with a well-

defined o↵-shell action in the theory. This is precisely what we achieved in the previous

sections for N = 2 supergravity around any supersymmetric background that admits a

Killing spinor "i, we shall refer to Qeq as the supercharge from now on, and the transfor-

mations as supersymmetry transformations from now on. The next step is to twist the

various fermionic fields, i.e. construct linear combinations with the Killing spinor so as

to obtain a set of fields with purely bosonic quantum numbers. Having done that the

problem reduces to tracking the supersymmetry transformations on all the fields and clas-

sifying them into the four sets listed above. This classification of course only respects the

superalgebra (??) and, in particular, the local Lorentz components of the same field can

end up in di↵erent sets.

We are now faced with the question: how does a given field component qualify to

be elementary or not. To answer this we note that firstly the change of variables has

to be invertible, otherwise the functional integration measure would be singular. We also

demand that the change of variables is local, else it is di�cult to make sense of the functional

integral. In particular, we may not be otherwise able to use the fixed point formula.

We reorganize the variables through the following procedure. We start with a given

component say �R of a bosonic field in some representation R of the gauge group, i.e. the

local Lorentz algebra, R-symmety etc. Consider the variation Qeq�R which is clearly in

the same representation, and may be a composite combination of bosonic fields and the

twisted fermionic fields with some coe�cients made of Killing spinors "i. We find a term

where the fermionic field  R in the same representation as the boson �R linearly appears.

This fermionic field should not contain derivatives otherwise the change of variables will

not be invertible (as the constant modes will not be present). Also the coe�cient of this

term should be regular everywhere for the invertibility. In this case we classify �R as a

variable in � and Qeq�R in Qeq�. In the same way, we find the fermionic variables in  

and the corresponding bosonic variables in Qeq .
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where �ij = �ji. Here we assume that the coe�cient "j "j is non-singular. The 8 gaugini

degrees of freedom are now encoded in the bosonic coe�cients (� ,�µ ,�ij). The way of

twisting is not unique. We could choose another way using ("i , �µ�5"i , "ij�5"j). But we

will see that the choice (3.1) conveniently helps to get a cohomological classification. The

inverse relations are

� = �"i�5�
i ,

�µ = �"i �µ �
i , (3.2)

�ij = 2 "(iC�j) ,

where the matrix C is the charge conjugation matrix which we write explicitly in Ap-

pendix B.

Now, following our rules of classification, we start with the gauge field Aµ. This varies

into �µ + @µc, where the twisted variable �µ appears withrout derivative. So Aµ belongs

to � and �µ is excluded from  . In fact, the variation of �µ gives derivatives of other

bosonic variables as in (3.3). Let X1 := X +X and X2 := �i(X �X) and take variation
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(cf. ZZZ )

QeqX̃1 = i("j"
j)�1

�
"i�5"

i�+ "i�
µ"i�µ

�
, (3.6)

where

a = �2i("i�"
i
�X

I + "i+"
i
+X

I
) = �iX1("i"

i)�X2("i�5"
i) (3.7)

Y ij := 2"(iC�µ"j)@µX2 + "k"
kY Iij

+ "(i+C�ab"j)+(F
�
ab �

1
4XT�

ab) + "(i�C�ab"j)�(F
I+
ab � 1

4XT+
ab) . (3.8)

The X1 in the bosonic variable is not yet classified. For this we look at the variation of

ghost fields as was presented in (2.45),

Qeqc = �ã , Qeqã = �Lv̊c , (3.9)

Qeqb = B , QeqB = Lv̊b .

The ã which is variation of the c includes the X1 without derivative and with non-singular

coe�cient "i"i as in (3.7). Thus c belongs to  and it is natural that X1 is not part of �.
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variables to the cohomological variables is of the form linear transformation + non-linear

transformation. Here the coe�cients of the linear term always include the background

spinors, while the non-linear terms can be thought of as fluctuations. Thus, at least for

small fluctuations, the Jacobian is a constant. This is one of the big advantages of the

background field method, and is an important di↵erence with the discussion in [18, 19, 21].

In the applications that follow, we assume that this is the case in the full transformation

and there is no Gribov-type singularity.

We now use these ideas to classify the cohomology complex of N = 2 supergravity.

We begin by reviewing the simpler and known case of the vector multiplet fields [12] to

set up the formalism and notations. Our conventions for spinors and gamma matrices are

presented in Appendix A.
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Here we assume that the coe�cient "j "j is non-singular, which ensures the invertibility of

the twisting, so that the 8 gaugini degrees of freedom are now encoded in the bosonic coef-

ficients (� ,�µ ,�ij). Here, we could also choose a di↵erent twist using ("i , �µ�5"i , ✏ij�5"j),

but we shall not work it out. As we will see that the choice (3.2) reads to a consistent

cohomological classification.

We start with the gauge field Aµ. The variation of the quantum fluctuation of Aµ is:

Qeq
eAµ = �µ + @µc , (3.3)

Here the twisted variable �µ appears without derivative, and so Aµ belongs to � and �µ is

excluded from  . Indeed, the variation of �µ
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with
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Exercise:  N=2 U(1)  gauge multiple
• Investigate the variation and follow the procedure.   
 
10B + 10F  d.o.f.  fall into a rep of this equivariant algebra

elementary bosons elementary fermions

does not contains any term without derivatives of other bosonic variables. Here we letX1 :=

X +X and X2 := �i(X �X). Next, we consider the variation of the quantum fluctuation

of X2:

Qeq
eX2 = � . (3.6)

It does not contain any derivatives, and thus the variable eX2 belongs to  and � is excluded

from  10. The remaining twisted gaugino field �ij varies into:

Qeq �
ij = "k"

k Y ij + 2"(iC�µ"j)@µX2 (3.7)

+ "(i+C�ab"j)+


F�
ab �

1

8
(X1 � iX2)T

�
ab

�
+ "(i�C�ab"j)�


F+
ab �

1

8
(X1 + iX2)T

+
ab

�
.

Since the auxiliary field Y ij appears without derivative and with a regular coe�cient "k"k.

the field �ij belongs to  and Y ij does not belong to �.

The bosonic variable X1 is not yet classified. For this we look at the variation of ghost

fields which were already presented in (2.31):

Qeqc = �ea , Qeqea = �Lv̊c ,

Qeqb = B , QeqB = Lv̊b .

From the expression (3.5), we see that the field ea includes the field X1 without derivative

and with non-singular coe�cient "i"i. Thus c belongs to  and it is natural that X1 is not

part of �. Finally, the classification of the anti-ghost and the auxiliary field is trivial. The

b varies into B with no derivative. Thus b belongs to  and B is not in �. From these

transformation rules, we see that the cohomological variables for the bosons and fermions

variables are organized as in Table 1. This above discussion was simply a review of known

�  

eAµ , eX2 �ij , b , c

Table 1: The elementary variables (5 bosons and the 5 fermions) in the cohomological

representation of the vector multiplet fields, including the ghost system. The rest of the

fields are in Qeq variations of the elementary variables.

results [12, 17, 22], which we went through in order to explain our systematics. Our real

interest is of course in the Weyl multiplet, to which we turn now in order to achieve a

similar classification using these ideas.

3.2 Weyl multiplet

The independent physical fields of the Weyl multiplet consist of 24+24 independent degrees

of freedom, as reviewed in Appendix B. We collect them in Table 2. Here we are interested

10If we started from eX1, then we would get Qeq
eX1 = i("j"

j)�1
�
"i�5"

i�+ "i�
µ"i�µ

�
which has a singular

coe�cient "i�5"
i, and thus the change of variable (� ,�µ ,�ij) ! (Qeq

eX1 , Qeq
eAµ ,�ij) would be singular.
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Since the auxiliary field Y ij appears without derivative and with a regular coe�cient "k"k.

the field �ij belongs to  and Y ij does not belong to �.

The bosonic variable X1 is not yet classified. For this we look at the variation of ghost
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b varies into B with no derivative. Thus b belongs to  and B is not in �. From these
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10If we started from eX1, then we would get Qeq
eX1 = i("j"

j)�1
�
"i�5"

i�+ "i�
µ"i�µ

�
which has a singular

coe�cient "i�5"
i, and thus the change of variable (� ,�µ ,�ij) ! (Qeq

eX1 , Qeq
eAµ ,�ij) would be singular.
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Weyl multiplet

• Weyl multiplet                                                                      

•  24 B+ 24 F d.o.f.  after removing gauge redundancies. 

•  43 B  + 40 F  d.o.f. if we keep all degree of freedom. 

• Add  51 B  +54 F ghost degree of freedom.  
 

• Similar classification of   94B +94F fields  as a representation of the equivariant 
algebra

These changes induce a change in the commutation relations of the original superconformal

algebra. While translations in the original algebra did commute, now the covariant general

coordinate transformation do not commute and instead give rise to the curvature:

[Da , Db] = ��I( bRI
ab) . (2.36)

Thus we see that the structure functions of the algebra are modified. Using this, we can

also check that the gauge transformation (2.33) of the other gauge fields is equivalent to

the covariant general coordinate transformation (2.34).

To match the fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom we add the auxiliary fields�
T ij
ab ,�

i , D
�
. Thus we get total 24+ 24 physical degree of freedoms. Now the independent

fields are �
eaµ , 

i
µ , A

D
µ , AR

µ ,V i
µ j ; T

ij
ab ,�

i , D
�
. (2.37)

This is called the Weyl multiplet. In the presence of the auxiliary fields, the conven-

tional constraints, the curvatures and the structure functions are modified. The details

are presented in the Appendix C. The conventional constraints are in (C.24), the modified

curvatures are in (C.25). In particular, the structure functions f̂AB
C can be read o↵ from

the (C.32, C.34, C.35, C.36) and comparing with the general structure of algebra,

[�B(✏
B
1 ) , �C(✏

C
2 )] = �I(✏

A
3 ) , ✏A3 = ✏C2 ✏

B
1 f̂BC

A(�) . (2.38)

We recall that the structure function f̂AB
C is either symmetric or anti-symmetric in A

and B indices depending on the statistics of the generators. In the algebra (2.38), the

symmetric part of the structure function appearing from the anti-commutator of fermion

generators do not depend on the physical fields but do depend in nontrivial ways on the

auxiliary fields T±
ab ,�

i and D. (ZZZ Discuss.) We also note that the anti-symmetric part

of the structure functions appearing from commutator involving a bosonic generator are

constant except for those in the commutator of two translations, which can be read o↵

from (2.36) to be f̂abI = f̂[ab]
I(�) = � bRI

ab.

Although the bosonic parameters ⇠̊ appearing in the equivariant cohomology (2.24)

are all rigid, the translation Pa defined in (2.34) itself causes non-linear field dependence.

We replace the covariant general coordinate transformation ⇠aPa by general coordi-

nate transformation �gct(⇠) and let the other rest of symmetries untouched.8 Then the

symmetries are split into

�A(✏
A) = �gct(⇠) + "ITI , (2.39)

and {⇠µ , "I} are the corresponding the symmetry parameters. The general coordinate

transformation �gct is not covariant, however they will give sensible algebra structure as far

as they are symmetries. (ZZZZ) In this new basis of the symmetry generators, we get the

algebra (2.25). In particular the new structure functions fJKµ(�) and fJKI(�) are related

to the structure functions f̂JKa and f̂JKI(�) that would be obtained from {Pa , TI} basis

by

fJK
µ(�) = f̂JK

aea
µ , fJK

I(�) = �f̂JK
aea

µhIµ + f̂JK
I(�) . (2.40)

8We let the general coordinate transformation �gct(⇠) act in active way, which is in fact the action of

di↵eomorphism.
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Weyl multiplet

3.2 Weyl multiplet

The independent physical fields of the Weyl multiplet consist of 24+24 independent degrees

of freedom, as reviewed in Appendix B. We collect them in Table 2. Here we are interested

in the o↵-shell counting of the degrees of freedom in a covariant manner, i.e. without taking

into account the redundancies due to gauge transformations. This gives a count of a total

of 43 bosonic and 40 fermionic degrees of freedom. This mismatch, as we have discussed,

is due to the gauge symmetries not commuting with supersymmetry, and it will be cured

by the addition of ghosts. Thus we introduce, for each of the local symmetries, a ghost

system consisting of ghosts c, anti-ghosts b, and Lagrange multiplier B. The ghost c and

anti-ghost b for bosonic (fermionic) gauge symmetries are fermionic (bosonic), and the

Lagrange multiplier B is bosonic (fermionic). These are presented in Table 3. Together,

the matter and ghost fields of the Weyl multiplet consist of 94 + 94 degrees of freedom.

Local symmetry Gauge fields Degrees of freedom

g.c.t eaµ 16B

Dilatation D AD
µ 4B

Sp. conf. Ka fa
µ composite

Lorentz Mab !ab
µ composite

SO(1, 1)R AR
µ 4B

SU(2)R V i
µ j 12B

Q-susy  i
µ 32F

S-susy � i
µ composite

Auxiliary fields Degrees of freedom

T±
ab 6B

D 1B

� i 8F

Table 2: The 43 bosonic(B) and 40 fermionic(F) matter fields of the Weyl multiplet.

We now present the details of the twisting and the representation of these fields as
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Ghost multiplets

Local symmetry Ghosts Degrees of freedom

g.c.t (cµ, bµ, Bµ) 8F 4B

Dilatation D (cD, bD, BD) 2F B

Sp. conf. Ka (caK , baK , Ba
K) 8F 4B

Lorentz Mab (cabM , babM , Bab
M ) 12F 6B

U(1)R (cR, bR, BR) 2F 1B

SU(2)R (c i
R j , b i

R j , B i
R j) 6F 3B

Q-susy (c iQ , b iQ , B i
Q) 16B 8F

S-susy (c iS , b iS , B i
S) 16B 8F

Table 4: The 51 bosonic(B) and 54 fermionic(F) ghosts of the Weyl multiplet.

 i
µ ,�

i , ciQ , ciS . We choose the twisting as follows

 i
µ = ("i"

i)�1
�
 µ�5"

i +  µ
a�a"

i +  ij
µ "jk"

k
�
, (3.12)

�i = ("i"
i)�1

�
�"i + �a�a�5"

i + �ij"jk�5"
k
�
, (3.13)

c i
S = ("i"

i)�1
�
cS�5"

i + caS�a"
i + cijS "jk"

k
�
, (3.14)

c i
Q = ("i"

i)�1
�
cQ�5"

i + caQ�a"
i + cijQ"jk"

k
�
. (3.15)

The inverse relations are

 µ = "i�5 i
µ ,  µ

a = "i�a i
µ ,  ij

µ = �2"(iC j)
µ , (3.16)

� = "i�i , �a = "i�5�a�i , �ij = �2"(iC�5�j) , (3.17)

cS = "i�5c i
S , caS = "i�ac i

S , cijS = �2"(iCc j)
S , (3.18)

cQ = "i�5c i
Q , cQa = "i�ac i

Q , cijQ = �2"(iCc j)
Q . (3.19)

Now we classify the chomological variables with respect to Qeq. The definition of

Qeq is given in (2.29) and the details can be read o↵ from the algebra presented in the

appendix C.1 and C.2. We can focus on the linear terms with non-singular coe�cient which

do not envolve derivatives.

Start with eµa and take variation. This will give

Qeqẽµ
a =  µ

a + · · · (3.20)

Since the gravitino twisted variable  µ
a which has same representation to ẽµa linearly

appears without derivative, we classify ẽµa into � and exclude  µ
a from  . Consider the

other gravitino twisted variables and take variation of them:

Qeq µ = �cSµ +AR
µ "i"

i + · · · , (3.21)

Qeq 
ij
µ = �1

2
Vµ

(i
k"

j)k + · · · , (3.22)
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Twisted variables

Local symmetry Ghosts Degrees of freedom
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• By projection of Killing spinors,                                   or  
 
we found a choice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Inverse relation

In order to achieve such a classification we need, firstly, an operator Qeq with a well-

defined o↵-shell action in the theory. This is precisely what we achieved in the previous

sections for N = 2 supergravity around any supersymmetric background that admits a

Killing spinor "i, we shall refer to Qeq as the supercharge from now on, and the transfor-

mations as supersymmetry transformations from now on. The next step is to twist the

various fermionic fields, i.e. construct linear combinations with the Killing spinor so as

to obtain a set of fields with purely bosonic quantum numbers. Having done that the

problem reduces to tracking the supersymmetry transformations on all the fields and clas-

sifying them into the four sets listed above. This classification of course only respects the

superalgebra (??) and, in particular, the local Lorentz components of the same field can

end up in di↵erent sets.

We are now faced with the question: how does a given field component qualify to

be elementary or not. To answer this we note that firstly the change of variables has

to be invertible, otherwise the functional integration measure would be singular. We also

demand that the change of variables is local, else it is di�cult to make sense of the functional

integral. In particular, we may not be otherwise able to use the fixed point formula.

We reorganize the variables through the following procedure. We start with a given

component say �R of a bosonic field in some representation R of the gauge group, i.e. the

local Lorentz algebra, R-symmety etc. Consider the variation Qeq�R which is clearly in

the same representation, and may be a composite combination of bosonic fields and the

twisted fermionic fields with some coe�cients made of Killing spinors "i. We find a term

where the fermionic field  R in the same representation as the boson �R linearly appears.

This fermionic field should not contain derivatives otherwise the change of variables will

not be invertible (as the constant modes will not be present). Also the coe�cient of this

term should be regular everywhere for the invertibility. In this case we classify �R as a

variable in � and Qeq�R in Qeq�. In the same way, we find the fermionic variables in  

and the corresponding bosonic variables in Qeq .

We now use these ideas to classify the cohomology complex of N = 2 supergravity. We

begin by reviewing the simpler case of the vector multiplet fields to set up the formalism

and notations, this case was already done in REFs.

3.1 Vector multiplet

TheN = 2 vector multiplet
�
Aµ, X,�i, Yij

�
consists of a vector fieldAµ, a complex scalarX,

two gaugini �i which form an SU(2) doublet of chiral fermions, and the auxiliary scalars Yij
which form an SU(2) triplet. The vector field Aµ is a gauge field for U(1) gauge symmetry,

and correspondingly we introduce the ghost system (b, c, B). The ghost b and anti-ghost c

are fermionic, and the Lagrange multiplier B is bosonic.

First we write the spinorial gaugini fields �i in terms of bosonic variables by projecting

against the fixed Killing spinors "i. Using (�5"i , �µ"i , "ij"j) as a basis, the change of

variables is given by (ZZZ Contraction conventions):

�i = ("j "
j)�1

�
��5"i�� �µ "i �µ � "jk "

k �ij
�
, (3.1)

– 14 –

where �ij = �ji. Here we assume that the coe�cient "j "j is non-singular. The 8 gaugini

degrees of freedom are now encoded in the bosonic coe�cients (� ,�µ ,�ij). The way of

twisting is not unique. We could choose another way using ("i , �µ�5"i , "ij�5"j). But we

will see that the choice (3.1) conveniently helps to get a cohomological classification. The

inverse relations are

� = �"i�5�
i ,

�µ = �"i �µ �
i , (3.2)

�ij = 2 "(iC�j) ,

where the matrix C is the charge conjugation matrix which we write explicitly in Ap-

pendix B.

Now, following our rules of classification, we start with the gauge field Aµ. This varies

into �µ + @µc, where the twisted variable �µ appears withrout derivative. So Aµ belongs

to � and �µ is excluded from  . In fact, the variation of �µ gives derivatives of other

bosonic variables as in (3.3). Let X1 := X +X and X2 := �i(X �X) and take variation

of X2. Since it gives�, the X2 belongs to  and � is excluded from  . Now look at the

remained gaugino variable, �ij , and take variation. It gives some combination of bosonic

variables, where we can find Y ij appears without derivative and with a regular coe�cient

"i"i as in (3.5) and (3.8). Thus the �ij belongs to  and Y ij does not in �. The relevant

transformation rules are

Qeq Ãµ = �µ + @µc , Qeq�µ = Lv Ãµ + @µa (3.3)

Qeq X̃2 = � , Qeq� = Lv X̃2 (3.4)

Qeq �
ij = Y ij , Qeq Ỹ ij = Lv�

ij , (3.5)

(cf. ZZZ )

QeqX̃1 = i("j"
j)�1

�
"i�5"

i�+ "i�
µ"i�µ

�
, (3.6)

where

a = �2i("i�"
i
�X

I + "i+"
i
+X

I
) = �iX1("i"

i)�X2("i�5"
i) (3.7)

Y ij := 2"(iC�µ"j)@µX2 + "k"
kY Iij

+ "(i+C�ab"j)+(F
�
ab �

1
4XT�

ab) + "(i�C�ab"j)�(F
I+
ab � 1

4XT+
ab) . (3.8)

The X1 in the bosonic variable is not yet classified. For this we look at the variation of

ghost fields as was presented in (2.45),

Qeqc = �ã , Qeqã = �Lv̊c , (3.9)

Qeqb = B , QeqB = Lv̊b .

The ã which is variation of the c includes the X1 without derivative and with non-singular

coe�cient "i"i as in (3.7). Thus c belongs to  and it is natural that X1 is not part of �.
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QeqciQ = �1
2cR�5"

i + c i
Rj "j � 1

2cD "
i + 1

4c
ab�ab("+ cQ)i

+cµ@µ("+ cQ)i +
1
2("+ cQ)j�µ("+ cQ)j i

µ � 1
2cR�5c

i
Q + c i

Rjc
j
Q � 1

2cDc
i
Q .

(3.31)

The rest of the c ghost transformations are presented in (C.2). The transformation

rules for the vielbein and gravitini are

Qeqee a
µ = "i�a i

µ + c⌫@⌫eaµ + @µc⌫ea⌫ + cabeµb � cDeaµ + cQi�
a i

µ ,

Qeq i
µ = 2Dµ("+ cQ)i + c⌫@⌫ i

µ + @µc⌫ i
⌫ + 1

4c
ab�ab i

µ � 1
2cD 

i
µ � 1

2cR�5 
i

µ

+ cij i
µ + i 116T

ab�ab�µ("+ cQ)i + �µ�5(⌘ + cS)i ,

= 2 eDµ"i + �̊µ�5ciS + i 1
16�ab(T

ab�µ � T̊ ab�̊µ)"i + 2DµciQ + c⌫@⌫ i
µ + @µc⌫ i

⌫

+1
4c

ab�ab i
µ � 1

2cD 
i

µ � 1
2cR�5 

i
µ + cij i

µ + i 1
16�abT

ab�µciQ + e�µ�5ciS + e�µ�5⌘i ,
(3.32)

where the covariant derivative Dµ"i is

Dµ"
i = (@µ � 1

4
!µab�

ab +
1

2
AD

µ +
1

2
AR

µ �5)"
i +

1

2
Vµ

i
j"

j . (3.33)

In the variation of the gravitini, we have defined T ab = T ab++T ab�, the fluctuation of the

covariant derivative eDµ ⌘ Dµ � D̊µ, the fluctuation of the gamma matrix e�µ = �a ee a
µ , and

used the fact that the ("i, ⌘i) obey the background Killing spinor equation. The rest of the

transformation rules for the Weyl multiplet fields are presented in (C.3).

We end this section with a couple of comments. Firstly, as an illustration of our

discussion about why we use the original variables, we can look at the variation of the

vielbein in terms of twisted variables:

Qeqeeµa =  µ
a + Lc⌫e

a
µ + cabeµb � cDe

a
µ (3.34)

+ ("i"
i)�2

⇥
�("i�

a"i)cQ µ + ("i�5"
i)cQ 

a
µ + ("iC�5�

a"j)cQ µij

+ ("i�5"
i)c aQ µ + ("i�b"

i)c aQ 
b
µ + 2("i�b"

i)c [b
Q  

a]
µ � ("iC�ab"

j)c b
Q µij

� ("iC�a�5"
j)cQij µ � ("iC�ab"

j)cQij 
b
µ + 1

2("k�
a"k)cQij 

ij
µ

⇤
.

As we discussed above, we see that one bilinear term in the original variables has become

ten terms in terms of the twisted variables. Secondly, we can now explicitly see the promised

linear + non-linear form of the Qeq-variations of the elementary fields. The linear part is

the twisted variable which we have presented as the first term in the above variations.

4 Equivariant cohomology and black hole functional determinants

In this section we discuss the functional integral for the exact quantum entropy of half-

BPS black holes in N = 2 superconformal gravity coupled to vector multiplets. Using the

formalism developed above, we show how the functional integral reduces to an ordinary

integral using supersymmetric localization filling in a gap in the formal derivation of the
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• Write them in terms of twisted variables and try to the cohomological 
classicfication.



Local symmetry Ghosts Degrees of freedom

g.c.t (cµ, bµ, Bµ) 8F 4B

Dilatation D (cD, bD, BD) 2F B

Sp. conf. Ka (caK , baK , Ba
K) 8F 4B

Lorentz Mab (cabM , babM , Bab
M ) 12F 6B

U(1)R (cR, bR, BR) 2F 1B

SU(2)R (c i
R j , b i

R j , B i
R j) 6F 3B

Q-susy (c iQ , b iQ , B i
Q) 16B 8F

S-susy (c iS , b iS , B i
S) 16B 8F

Table 4: The 51 bosonic(B) and 54 fermionic(F) ghosts of the Weyl multiplet.

 i
µ ,�

i , ciQ , ciS . We choose the twisting as follows

 i
µ = ("i"

i)�1
�
 µ�5"

i +  µ
a�a"

i +  ij
µ "jk"

k
�
, (3.12)

�i = ("i"
i)�1

�
�"i + �a�a�5"

i + �ij"jk�5"
k
�
, (3.13)

c i
S = ("i"

i)�1
�
cS�5"

i + caS�a"
i + cijS "jk"

k
�
, (3.14)

c i
Q = ("i"

i)�1
�
cQ�5"

i + caQ�a"
i + cijQ"jk"

k
�
. (3.15)

The inverse relations are

 µ = "i�5 i
µ ,  µ

a = "i�a i
µ ,  ij

µ = �2"(iC j)
µ , (3.16)

� = "i�i , �a = "i�5�a�i , �ij = �2"(iC�5�j) , (3.17)

cS = "i�5c i
S , caS = "i�ac i

S , cijS = �2"(iCc j)
S , (3.18)

cQ = "i�5c i
Q , cQa = "i�ac i

Q , cijQ = �2"(iCc j)
Q . (3.19)

Now we classify the chomological variables with respect to Qeq. The definition of

Qeq is given in (2.29) and the details can be read o↵ from the algebra presented in the

appendix C.1 and C.2. We can focus on the linear terms with non-singular coe�cient which

do not envolve derivatives.

Start with eµa and take variation. This will give

Qeqẽµ
a =  µ

a + · · · (3.20)

Since the gravitino twisted variable  µ
a which has same representation to ẽµa linearly

appears without derivative, we classify ẽµa into � and exclude  µ
a from  . Consider the

other gravitino twisted variables and take variation of them:

Qeq µ = �cSµ +AR
µ "i"

i + · · · , (3.21)

Qeq 
ij
µ = �1

2
Vµ

(i
k"

j)k + · · · , (3.22)
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Local symmetry Ghosts Degrees of freedom

g.c.t (cµ, bµ, Bµ) 8F 4B

Dilatation D (cD, bD, BD) 2F B

Sp. conf. Ka (c a
K , b a

K , B a
K ) 8F 4B

Lorentz Mab (cabM , babM , Bab
M ) 12F 6B

U(1)R (cR, bR, BR) 2F 1B

SU(2)R (c i
R j , b i

R j , B i
R j) 6F 3B

Q-susy (c iQ , b iQ , B i
Q) 16B 8F

S-susy (c iS , b iS , B i
S) 16B 8F

Table 3: The 51 bosonic(B) and 54 fermionic(F) ghosts of the Weyl multiplet.

with inverse relations:

 i
µ = ("i"

i)�1
�
 µ�5"

i +  a
µ �a"

i +  ij
µ ✏jk"

k
�
, (3.12)

�i = ("i"
i)�1

�
�"i + �a�a�5"

i + �ij ✏jk�5"
k
�
, (3.13)

c i
S = ("i"

i)�1
�
cS�5"

i + c a
S �a"

i + cijS ✏jk"
k
�
, (3.14)

c i
Q = ("i"

i)�1
�
cQ�5"

i + c a
Q �a"

i + cijQ ✏jk"
k
�
. (3.15)

The spinorial anti-ghosts bQ, bS and Lagrange multipliers BQ, BS corresponding to the

fermionic transformations can be twisted in the same way as the ghosts.

The classification of the cohomological variables of the Weyl multiplet is a little more

involved than those of the vector multiplet, but follows exactly the same general principles.

We recall the general definition of Qeq given in (2.23). The details can be read o↵ from

the algebra, which we present in Appendices B.1 and B.2. As in the previous subsection

we focus on terms that are linear in the fields with no derivatives and with non-singular

coe�cient. This allows us to go through the whole multiplet and classify the various fields.

In this discussion below, we use ellipses to denote other terms that appear in the variations.

Once we finish the full classification, we present all the detailed fields variations.

We begin with the defining field of the Weyl multiplet, namely the vielbein eµa. The

variation is:

Qeq ee a
µ =  a

µ + · · · (3.16)

Since the gravitino twisted variable  µ
a appears linearly without derivative, we classify eeµa

into � and exclude  µ
a from  . Now consider the other gravitino twisted variables:

Qeq  µ = �cSµ + eAR
µ "i"

i + · · · , (3.17)

Qeq  
ij
µ = eVµ

(i
k✏

j)k + · · · , (3.18)
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where c ij
R := c (i

R k✏j)k. Thus the ghost for supersymmetry cQ and c ij
Q belong to � and cR

and c ij
R can be excluded from  . The rest of the supersymmetry ghost c a

Q can be found

from the variation of the translation ghost cµ,

Qeq c
µ = �2 c aQ e̊a

µ + · · · . (3.26)

Thus the cµ is in  and c a
Q is excluded from �.

Finally consider the transformation of eAD
µ :

Qeq
eAD
µ = cKae̊

a
µ + · · · . (3.27)

Thus we finish the classification of matter and ghost fields by putting the eAD
µ into � and

excluding c a
K from  .

The classification of all the anti-ghosts b and the Lagrange multiplier fields B is

straightforward since they form a closed multiplet under the Qeq by themselves. The

algebra takes the form

Qeqb = B , QeqB = Lv̊b+ · · · , (3.28)

where the rest of the terms in the variation of B are given in (2.24). Since B linearly

appears without derivative on the right-hand side, we classify the anti-ghost b in � (or  )

and the Lagrange multiplier B into Qeq� (or Qeq ) when b is bosonic (or fermionic).

The final classification of all the Weyl multiplet fields is presented in Table 4.

�  

ee a
µ , eAR

µ , eAD
µ , eT+/�

ab  µ , 
ij
µ ,� ,

cQ , cijQ , cµ , c abM , cD ,

bQ , bQa , b
ij
Q , bµ , b ab

M , bD ,

bS , bSa , b
ij
S b a

K , bR , b i
Rj

Table 4: The elementary variables (47 bosons + 47 fermions) in the cohomological repre-

sentation of the Weyl multiplet fields and ghosts. Here eT+/�
ab refers appropriate combination

of eT+
ab and

eT�
ab depending on the spacetime point as explained around (3.21).

Now we turn to the full transformation rules. It will be useful to define the following

field-dependent parameters:

vµ = vaea
µ = "i�

a"iea
µ ,

"ab = �vµ!ab
µ + i

1

4
"i+"

i
+T

ab+ + i
1

4
"i�"

i
�T

ab� + "i�
ab�5⌘

i ,

"D = �vµAD
µ � "i�5⌘

i , (3.29)

" a
K = �vµfa

µ � i
1

4
"i+"

i
+DbT

ab+ � i
1

4
"i�"

i
�DbT

ab� � 3

4
vaD +

1

2
⌘i�

a⌘i ,
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where we see that they give the bosonic variables with the same representation. Thus we

can classify  µ and  ij
µ into  and we can exclude the Vµij from �. It seems not clear

which one among the cS and AR
µ can be excluded from �. However we can exclude cS from

� by observing that the variation of ÃR
µ nicely gives the corresponding fermion as

QeqÃ
R
µ = �1

4
�µ + · · · , (3.23)

where �µ := �aeµa. Thus ÃR
µ belongs to � and �a can be excluded from  . Consider the

other auxiliary fermion twisted variables � and �ij .

(cf. ZZZZZ)

QeqcSa = �3

2

�
"i�a"

i�+ "i�5"
i�a + �ij"ik"jl("

kC�a�5"
l)
�
+ · · · , (3.24)

Since variation of the � gives the auxiliary scalar D as

Qeq� = D + · · · , (3.25)

we put � into  and exclude D̃ from �. And we can find the �ij from the variation of the

auxiliary tensor field T̃+
ab or T̃

�
ab as

QeqT̃
±
ab = 2i("i"

i)�1�ij"
(i
⌥C�ab�5"

j)
⌥ + · · · , (3.26)

where �ij := "ik"jl�kl. At present the mapping looks nontrivial because, in terms of

SU(2)+⇥SU(2)�⇥SU(2)R, they have di↵erent representaion: while the T̃+
ab and T̃�

ab have

representation (1, 3, 1) and (3, 1, 1), the �ij has (1, 1, 3). However, the right hand side of

(3.26) will provide the twisting procedure such that the representation of �ij is converted

to the same representation to T̃�
ab or T̃+

ab depending on the point of the manifold. At the

point where "i� = 0 the T̃�
ab maps to �ij , and at the point where "i+ = 0 the T̃+

ab maps

the �ij . Therefore one of the T̃±
ab belongs to � and the �ij is excluded from  . The other

one of the T̃±
ab can be found from the variation of the ghost for Lorentz symmetry as

Qeqc
ab = �1

4
i
�
"i+"

i
+T

ab+ + "i�"
i
�T

ab��+ cSij"
(iC�ab�5"

j) + · · · . (3.27)

This variation in fact includes the ghost for the S symmetry cijS as well. Again, by the

twisting procedure, at the point where "i� = 0 the cab maps to T+
ab and cijS , and at the point

where "i+ = 0 the cab maps to T�
ab and cijS . Thus the cab belongs to  and the other one of

T±
ab and cijS can be excluded from �. Consider the yet unclassified twisted variable for the

S symmetry ghost field, cS . From the {Q,S} algebra (C.35), we find

QeqcD = �1

2
cS + · · · . (3.28)

Thus cD belongs to  and cS can be excluded from �. Now from the [AR, Q] and [V R
⇤ , Q]

algebra, we read o↵

QeqcQ = �1

2
cR + · · · , (3.29)

Qeqc
ij
Q = c ij

R + · · · , (3.30)
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• Twisting procedure maps         to                      depending on a point of manifold.
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�
ab as

QeqT̃
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ab have
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ab or T̃+

ab depending on the point of the manifold. At the

point where "i� = 0 the T̃�
ab maps to �ij , and at the point where "i+ = 0 the T̃+

ab maps

the �ij . Therefore one of the T̃±
ab belongs to � and the �ij is excluded from  . The other

one of the T̃±
ab can be found from the variation of the ghost for Lorentz symmetry as

Qeqc
ab = �1

4
i
�
"i+"

i
+T

ab+ + "i�"
i
�T

ab��+ cSij"
(iC�ab�5"

j) + · · · . (3.27)

This variation in fact includes the ghost for the S symmetry cijS as well. Again, by the

twisting procedure, at the point where "i� = 0 the cab maps to T+
ab and cijS , and at the point

where "i+ = 0 the cab maps to T�
ab and cijS . Thus the cab belongs to  and the other one of

T±
ab and cijS can be excluded from �. Consider the yet unclassified twisted variable for the

S symmetry ghost field, cS . From the {Q,S} algebra (C.35), we find

QeqcD = �1

2
cS + · · · . (3.28)

Thus cD belongs to  and cS can be excluded from �. Now from the [AR, Q] and [V R
⇤ , Q]

algebra, we read o↵

QeqcQ = �1

2
cR + · · · , (3.29)

Qeqc
ij
Q = c ij

R + · · · , (3.30)
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ab maps

the �ij . Therefore one of the T̃±
ab belongs to � and the �ij is excluded from  . The other
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ab can be found from the variation of the ghost for Lorentz symmetry as
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This variation in fact includes the ghost for the S symmetry cijS as well. Again, by the

twisting procedure, at the point where "i� = 0 the cab maps to T+
ab and cijS , and at the point

where "i+ = 0 the cab maps to T�
ab and cijS . Thus the cab belongs to  and the other one of

T±
ab and cijS can be excluded from �. Consider the yet unclassified twisted variable for the

S symmetry ghost field, cS . From the {Q,S} algebra (C.35), we find
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2
cS + · · · . (3.28)

Thus cD belongs to  and cS can be excluded from �. Now from the [AR, Q] and [V R
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ab maps

the �ij . Therefore one of the T̃±
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ab depending on the point of the manifold. At the

point where "i� = 0 the T̃�
ab maps to �ij , and at the point where "i+ = 0 the T̃+

ab maps

the �ij . Therefore one of the T̃±
ab belongs to � and the �ij is excluded from  . The other

one of the T̃±
ab can be found from the variation of the ghost for Lorentz symmetry as

Qeqc
ab = �1

4
i
�
"i+"

i
+T

ab+ + "i�"
i
�T

ab��+ cSij"
(iC�ab�5"

j) + · · · . (3.27)

This variation in fact includes the ghost for the S symmetry cijS as well. Again, by the

twisting procedure, at the point where "i� = 0 the cab maps to T+
ab and cijS , and at the point

where "i+ = 0 the cab maps to T�
ab and cijS . Thus the cab belongs to  and the other one of

T±
ab and cijS can be excluded from �. Consider the yet unclassified twisted variable for the

S symmetry ghost field, cS . From the {Q,S} algebra (C.35), we find

QeqcD = �1

2
cS + · · · . (3.28)

Thus cD belongs to  and cS can be excluded from �. Now from the [AR, Q] and [V R
⇤ , Q]

algebra, we read o↵

QeqcQ = �1

2
cR + · · · , (3.29)

Qeqc
ij
Q = c ij

R + · · · , (3.30)
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where cSµ := cSae̊aµ. As the right-hand sides contain pure bosonic variables in the same

representation, we classify  µ and  ij
µ into  and exclude eVµ

i
j from �. In the first equation

above, it is not immediately clear which one among the cSa and AR
µ can be excluded from

�. However, we can exclude cSa from � by observing that the variation of eAR
µ gives:

Qeq
eAR
µ = ��ae̊µ

a + · · · . (3.19)

Thus eAR
µ belongs to � and �a can be excluded from  .

Now consider the other auxiliary fermion twisted variables � and �ij . Since variation

of the � gives the auxiliary scalar eD as

Qeq � = eD "i"
i + · · · , (3.20)

we put � into  and exclude eD from �. We can find the �ij from the variation of the

tensor field eT+
ab or

eT�
ab as

Qeq
eT±
ab = 4i ("i"

i)�1 "(i⌥C �ab �5 "
j)
⌥ �ij + · · · , (3.21)

where �ij := ✏ik✏jl �kl. At present the mapping looks nontrivial because the fields have

di↵erent representation under the local Lorentz and R-symmetry group SU(2)+⇥SU(2)�⇥
SU(2)R : while the eT+

ab and
eT�
ab have representation (1, 3, 1) and (3, 1, 1), the �ij has (1, 1, 3).

The right hand side of (3.21) provides the twisting procedure such that the representation

of �ij is converted to the representation of the correct combination of eT�
ab and

eT+
ab depending

on the point of the manifold. At the point where "i� = 0 the eT�
ab maps to �ij , and at the

point where "i+ = 0 the eT+
ab maps the �ij . Therefore one of the eT±

ab belongs to � and the

�ij is excluded from  . The other one of the eT±
ab can be found from the variation of the

ghost for Lorentz symmetry as

Qeq c
ab = �1

4
i
�
"i+"

i
+
eT ab+ + "i�"

i
� eT ab��� ("i"

i)�1 "(iC�ab�5"
j) cSij + · · · . (3.22)

This variation in fact includes the ghost for the S symmetry cijS as well. Again, by the

twisting procedure, at the point where "i� = 0 the cab maps to eT+
ab and cijS , and at the point

where "i+ = 0 the cab maps to eT�
ab and cijS . Thus the cab belongs to  and the other one of

eT±
ab and cijS can be excluded from �.

Consider the yet unclassified twisted variable for the S supersymmetry ghost field cS .

From the {Q,S} algebra (B.28), we find

Qeq cD = cS + · · · . (3.23)

Thus cD belongs to  and cS can be excluded from �. Now from the [AR, Q] and [V R
⇤ , Q]

algebra, we read o↵

Qeq cQ = �1

2
cR + · · · , (3.24)

Qeq c
ij
Q = c ij

R + · · · , (3.25)
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Cohomological classification

where c ij
R := c (i

R k✏j)k. Thus the ghost for supersymmetry cQ and c ij
Q belong to � and cR

and c ij
R can be excluded from  . The rest of the supersymmetry ghost c a

Q can be found

from the variation of the translation ghost cµ,

Qeq c
µ = �2 c aQ e̊a

µ + · · · . (3.26)

Thus the cµ is in  and c a
Q is excluded from �.

Finally consider the transformation of eAD
µ :

Qeq
eAD
µ = cKae̊

a
µ + · · · . (3.27)

Thus we finish the classification of matter and ghost fields by putting the eAD
µ into � and

excluding c a
K from  .

The classification of all the anti-ghosts b and the Lagrange multiplier fields B is

straightforward since they form a closed multiplet under the Qeq by themselves. The

algebra takes the form

Qeqb = B , QeqB = Lv̊b+ · · · , (3.28)

where the rest of the terms in the variation of B are given in (2.24). Since B linearly

appears without derivative on the right-hand side, we classify the anti-ghost b in � (or  )

and the Lagrange multiplier B into Qeq� (or Qeq ) when b is bosonic (or fermionic).

The final classification of all the Weyl multiplet fields is presented in Table 4.

�  

ee a
µ , eAR

µ , eAD
µ , eT+/�

ab  µ , 
ij
µ ,� ,

cQ , cijQ , cµ , c abM , cD ,

bQ , bQa , b
ij
Q , bµ , b ab

M , bD ,

bS , bSa , b
ij
S b a

K , bR , b i
Rj

Table 4: The elementary variables (47 bosons + 47 fermions) in the cohomological repre-

sentation of the Weyl multiplet fields and ghosts. Here eT+/�
ab refers appropriate combination

of eT+
ab and

eT�
ab depending on the spacetime point as explained around (3.21).

Now we turn to the full transformation rules. It will be useful to define the following

field-dependent parameters:

vµ = vaea
µ = "i�

a"iea
µ ,

"ab = �vµ!ab
µ + i

1

4
"i+"

i
+T

ab+ + i
1

4
"i�"

i
�T

ab� + "i�
ab�5⌘

i ,

"D = �vµAD
µ � "i�5⌘

i , (3.29)

" a
K = �vµfa

µ � i
1

4
"i+"

i
+DbT

ab+ � i
1

4
"i�"

i
�DbT

ab� � 3

4
vaD +

1

2
⌘i�

a⌘i ,
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Atiyah-Bott fixed point formula

x

1

x

2

x

3

x

4

x

4

x

3

AdS2 S2

L

J

• We apply Atiyah-Bott fixed point formula to compute the index 

• There are two fixed point  under H= L-J:    One is the center of AdS2 with the north pole 
of S2,  the other is the center of AdS2 with the south pole of S2

Writing the index as a series:

ind(D10)(t) =
X

n

a(n) e�i�nt , (5.3)

we can read o↵ the eigenvalues �n of H, as well as their indexed degeneracies a(n), and

the ratio of determinants in (5.1) is:

Z1-loop =
Y

n

��a(n)
n , (5.4)

where the infinite product is regulated in a suitable manner.

Our computation thus reduces to the computation of the equivariant index (5.2), with

respect to the action of H. This can be done in an elegant manner using the Atiyah-Bott

fixed-point formula [? ], which says that it reduces to the quantum-mechanical modes at the

fixed points of the manifold under the action of H. Denoting this action by x 7! ex = e�iHtx

CHECK, we have:

ind(D10) =
X

{x|ex=x}

Tr� e�itH � Tr e�itH

det(1� @ex/@x) . (5.5)

We therefore simply need to compute the charges of the various modes under this rotation,

which can be read o↵ from our presentation of the twisted variables in the previous sections.

5.1 Computation of the black hole determinant in supergravity

Our goal here is to compute the one-loop determinant EQref and, in particular, the num-

ber a0 defined in EqREF for the Weyl multiplet. We do so using the fixed-point formula

outlined in the previous section, but before doing so we mention that there are some

caveats in applying the formula to the black hole problem, as discussed in REF. The main

issue is that we are in a non-compact space and we should be careful about the boundary

conditions on the various fields. These issues have been addressed in similar contexts in

REFsNarain-Gupta, Martelli-Murthy. ZZZ There is another technical caveat that we need

to show that the D10 operator in the black hole context is transversally elliptic with respect

to the action of H. We postpone the details of this to a future publication REF. Can we

do this here? ZZZ

From the index theory point of view, the construction of the complex is a local phenom-

ena and holds point-by-point in spacetime. One consequence is that any calculation based

on this formalism is manifestly covariant. The only exception to the locality comes from

the so-called boundary modes REF. These are normalizable modes of gauge fields that are

formally pure gauge but whose gauge parameters are not normalizable. In our formalism

they appear because we have assumed a normalizable boundary condition on all the quan-

tum fields including the ghosts. The boundary modes appear precisely from non-compact

ghost modes. This means that our pairing with respect to Qeq breaks down precisely for
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Topological twisting
• At the fixed point, the twisting between                     symmetry and one of 

SU(2) in Lorentz group                               happen. 

• At the fixed points, the chiral and anti chiral part of Killing spinor is 
reduced.  

• At north pole : 

• At south pole: 

• Therefore,                 symmetry is identified with the inverse of                 
at north pole,  the inverse of                at south pole.

4.4 Results

Near the fixed points i.e. the north and the south pole, our local twisting construction

of the previous section reduces to the twisting construction of [10] with respect to the

usual global symmetries of N = 2 theories in flat space. As we present in detail in the

appendix D, the Killing spinors play the role of locking the SU(2)R symmetry with one

of the SU(2)+ ⇥ SU(2)� local Lorentz rotation at the fixed points. In terms of the real

coordinate system given by (4.17), at ⌘ = 0 and  = 0 (north pole), the chiral and anti-

chiral part of the Killing spinor reduces to

"i+↵ = 0 , " i�↵̇ =

✓
�3 exp


i
(⌧ + �)

2
�3

�◆i

↵̇ , (4.29)

and at ⌘ = 0 and  = ⇡ (south pole),

" i+↵ =

✓
�i�3 exp


i
(⌧ + �)

2
�3

�◆i

↵ , " i�↵̇ = 0 . (4.30)

Therefore, a representation of SU(2)+ ⇥ SU(2)� ⇥ SU(2)R is thus twisted to the repre-

sentation of SU(2)+ ⇥ SU(2)�R and SU(2)+R ⇥ SU(2)�, at the north pole and the south

poles, respectively. Here we denote the diagonal of SU(2)±⇥SU(2)R as SU(2)±R. We can

now compute the trace in the numerator of (4.15) for an arbitrary representation (m,n)

at the north pole and south pole according to the (4.25) and the (4.26).

Vector multiplet

The twisted representation of the cohomological variables of the vector multiplet can

be simply read o↵ from the representation labels in Table 5. We have that the charges

Elementary boson/fermion
NP: SU(2)+ ⇥ SU(2)�R rep

SP: SU(2)+R ⇥ SU(2)� rep

eAµ (2, 2)

eX2 (1, 1)

�ij (1, 3) at NP/ (3,1) at SP

c (1, 1)

b (1, 1)

Table 5: The twisted representation labels of the elementary bosons and fermions of the

vector multiplet.

of the fields in � are (1, 1), (2, 2), and those of  are (1, 3), (1, 1), (1, 1) at the north pole

and (3, 1), (1, 1), (1, 1) at south pole. Therefore the index is

ind(D10) = 2
2q + 2q�1 � 4

(1� q)2(1� q�1)2
(4.31)
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↵ , " i�↵̇ = 0 . (4.30)

Therefore, a representation of SU(2)+ ⇥ SU(2)� ⇥ SU(2)R is thus twisted to the repre-

sentation of SU(2)+ ⇥ SU(2)�R and SU(2)+R ⇥ SU(2)�, at the north pole and the south

poles, respectively. Here we denote the diagonal of SU(2)±⇥SU(2)R as SU(2)±R. We can

now compute the trace in the numerator of (4.15) for an arbitrary representation (m,n)

at the north pole and south pole according to the (4.25) and the (4.26).

Vector multiplet

The twisted representation of the cohomological variables of the vector multiplet can

be simply read o↵ from the representation labels in Table 5. We have that the charges

Elementary boson/fermion
NP: SU(2)+ ⇥ SU(2)�R rep

SP: SU(2)+R ⇥ SU(2)� rep

eAµ (2, 2)

eX2 (1, 1)

�ij (1, 3) at NP/ (3,1) at SP

c (1, 1)

b (1, 1)

Table 5: The twisted representation labels of the elementary bosons and fermions of the

vector multiplet.

of the fields in � are (1, 1), (2, 2), and those of  are (1, 3), (1, 1), (1, 1) at the north pole

and (3, 1), (1, 1), (1, 1) at south pole. Therefore the index is

ind(D10) = 2
2q + 2q�1 � 4

(1� q)2(1� q�1)2
(4.31)
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Twisted representation
• At the fixed point, the twisting between SU(2) R symmetry and one of SU(2) in Lorentz 

group  SU(2) x SU(2) happen. 

Using Equation (4.28), we see that the one-loop determinant (4.7) is governed by:

avec0 = � 1

12
. (4.32)

Weyl multiplet

Similarly the twisted representation of the cohomological variables of the Weyl multi-

plet can be read o↵ from the representation labels in Table 6. Based on these charges,

�
NP: SU(2)+ ⇥ SU(2)�R rep

 
NP: SU(2)+ ⇥ SU(2)�R rep

SP: SU(2)+R ⇥ SU(2)� rep SP: SU(2)+R ⇥ SU(2)�R rep

ee a
µ (3, 3) + (1, 3) + (3, 1) + (1, 1)  µ (2, 2)

eAR
µ (2, 2)  ij

µ (2, 4) at NP/(4, 2) at SP + (2, 2)

eAD
µ (2, 2) � (1, 1)

T+/�
ab at NP/SP (1, 3) at NP/(3, 1) at SP cµ (2, 2)

cQ (1, 1) cabM (1, 3) + (3, 1)

cijQ (1, 3) at NP/(3, 1) at SP cD (1, 1)

bQ (1, 1) bR (1, 1)

bQµ (2, 2) bRi
j (1, 3) at NP/(3, 1) at SP

bQij (1, 3) at NP/(3, 1) at SP bµ (2, 2)

bS (1, 1) bD (1, 1)

bSµ (2, 2) baK (2, 2)

bSij (1, 3) at NP/(3, 1) at SP babM (1, 3) + (3, 1)

Table 6: The twisted representation labels of the elementary bosons and fermions of the

Weyl multiplet.

the index is:

ind(D10) =
2(q2 + q�2)� 6(q + q�1) + 8

(1� q�1)2(1� q)2
⇥ 2 , (4.33)

Using Equation (4.28), we see that the one-loop determinant (4.7) is governed by:

aWeyl, bulk
0 =

11

12
. (4.34)

Recall that the the net boundary mode contributions for the vector multiplet is zero, while

those for the Weyl multiplet is aWeyl, bdry
0 = 1 (�3 from bosons and +4 from fermions) [30].

Adding this to our bulk contribution we obtain aWeyl
0 = 23/12, which is consistent with

the on-shell computations [30].
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1-loop determinant

Elementary boson/fermion SU(2)±R ⇥ SU(2)⌥ rep

Aµ (2, 2)

X2 (1, 1)

 ij (3, 1) at NP , (1,3) at SP

c (1, 1)

b (1, 1)

Table 7: The twisted representation labels of the elementary bosons and fermions of the

vector multiplet. The + sign corresponds to the north pole (NP) and the � sign to the

south pole (SP). CHECK ZZZ.

� SU(2)±R ⇥ SU(2)⌥ rep  SU(2)±R ⇥ SU(2)⌥ rep

e a
µ (3, 3) + (3, 1) + (1, 3) + (1, 1)  µ (2, 2)

AD
µ (2, 2)  ij

µ (4, 2) at NP/(2, 4) at SP + (2, 2)

T+
ab (3, 1) at NP/(1, 3) at SP � (1, 1, 1)

cQ (1, 1) cµ (2, 2)

cijQ (3, 1) at NP/(1, 3) at SP cabM
ij CHECK (1, 1, 3)�

cSµ (2, 2) cR (1, 1)

bQ (1, 1) bR (1, 1)

bQµ (2, 2) bRi
j (3, 1) at NP/(1, 3) at SP

bQij (3, 1) at NP/(1, 3) at SP bµ (2, 2)

bS (1, 1) bD (1, 1)

bSµ (2, 2) baK (2, 2)

bSij (3, 1) at NP/(1, 3) at SP babM (3, 1) + (1, 3) CHECK

Table 8: The twisted representation labels of the elementary bosons and fermions of the

Weyl multiplet.

CHECK T±
ab funny.

The index, based on the charges of the elementary bosons and fermions in Table 8 is:

ind(D10) =
2(q2 + q�2)� 6(q + q�1) + 8

(1� q�1)2(1� q)2
⇥ 2 , (5.18)
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• Using the Atiyah-Bott fixed point formula,  

• From the index we read off  

• Recall that the zero mode contribution of Weyl multiplet is   [Sen]  
 
 
 
Adding this, we obtain   
 
 
Which is consistent with on-shell computation.

Using Equation (5.13), we see that the one-loop determinant EQREF is governed by:

aWeyl, bulk
0 =

11

12
. (5.19)

Recall that the the net boundary mode contributions for the vector multiplet is zero, while

those for the Weyl multiplet is aWeyl, bdry
0 = 1 (�3 from bosons and +4 from fermions)

REFSen. Adding this to our bulk contribution we obtain aWeyl
0 = 23/12, which is consistent

with the on-shell computations REFSen.

6 Outlook and speculations

We hope that this work brings some clarity to the idea of twisting and localization in

supergravity, and that it may be useful in other directions. We briefly list some interesting

directions that we think it may be related to.

1. Twisted supergravity. The main technical achievement of this paper is the construc-

tion of twisted supergravity in the background field formalism. The observables of the

theory are in the cohomology of the operator Qeq that obeys the equivariant algebra.

It would be interesting if and how our topological twisted theory is related to the the-

ories of topological gravity that have been discussed in the past [Witten, Labastida,

Pernici, Baulieu, etc] (and more recently Imbimbo et al). In particular, it would be

nice if our construction helps to understand these theories as the twisted gauge-fixed

version of some physical supersymmetric theory, similar to such an understanding

of N = 2 super-Yang-Mills theory REFWitten.

2. Observables of quantum supergravity. The localization technique can be thought to

give meaning to functional integrals in quantum supergravity. Our philosophy has

been to assume that there is a UV complete theory (like string theory) for which we

can write an e↵ective action that commutes with a cuto↵, with which we perform

localization. This e↵ective action is a formal beast as it can contain an infinite

number of terms with arbitrary derivatives. (The result REF allows us to reduce the

problem to a more controllable problem of an infinite series of F-terms.) Perhaps,

from a broader perspective, we can think of the right-hand-side of EQREF as being a

definition of the left-hand-side, and regard REFs and this current work as showing a

high level of consistency with semi-classical intuition. With this viewpoint, we have

a good definition for the class of observables in the equivariant cohomology in any

o↵-shell supergravity. The details of the measure of our functional integral remain

to be worked out, in this regard our BRST procedure may be useful, as the measure

should also be BRST-invariant.

3. Integers from supergravity. Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the localization

of quantum black hole entropy is the fact that one gets the integer degeneracies

starting from a continuum calculation. The smooth localization configurations cap-

ture the summed-up perturbation series REFDGM, and the orbifold configurations

DGM,REFS make up the remaining bit of the integer degeneracies. This suggests
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Using Equation (5.13), we see that the one-loop determinant EQREF is governed by:

aWeyl, bulk
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11

12
. (5.19)
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Pernici, Baulieu, etc] (and more recently Imbimbo et al). In particular, it would be

nice if our construction helps to understand these theories as the twisted gauge-fixed

version of some physical supersymmetric theory, similar to such an understanding

of N = 2 super-Yang-Mills theory REFWitten.

2. Observables of quantum supergravity. The localization technique can be thought to

give meaning to functional integrals in quantum supergravity. Our philosophy has

been to assume that there is a UV complete theory (like string theory) for which we

can write an e↵ective action that commutes with a cuto↵, with which we perform

localization. This e↵ective action is a formal beast as it can contain an infinite

number of terms with arbitrary derivatives. (The result REF allows us to reduce the

problem to a more controllable problem of an infinite series of F-terms.) Perhaps,

from a broader perspective, we can think of the right-hand-side of EQREF as being a

definition of the left-hand-side, and regard REFs and this current work as showing a

high level of consistency with semi-classical intuition. With this viewpoint, we have

a good definition for the class of observables in the equivariant cohomology in any

o↵-shell supergravity. The details of the measure of our functional integral remain

to be worked out, in this regard our BRST procedure may be useful, as the measure

should also be BRST-invariant.

3. Integers from supergravity. Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the localization

of quantum black hole entropy is the fact that one gets the integer degeneracies

starting from a continuum calculation. The smooth localization configurations cap-

ture the summed-up perturbation series REFDGM, and the orbifold configurations

DGM,REFS make up the remaining bit of the integer degeneracies. This suggests
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Using Equation (5.13), we see that the one-loop determinant EQREF is governed by:

aWeyl, bulk
0 =

11

12
. (5.19)

Recall that the the net boundary mode contributions for the vector multiplet is zero, while

those for the Weyl multiplet is aWeyl, bdry
0 = 1 (�3 from bosons and +4 from fermions)

REFSen. Adding this to our bulk contribution we obtain aWeyl
0 = 23/12, which is consistent

with the on-shell computations REFSen.

6 Outlook and speculations

We hope that this work brings some clarity to the idea of twisting and localization in

supergravity, and that it may be useful in other directions. We briefly list some interesting

directions that we think it may be related to.

1. Twisted supergravity. The main technical achievement of this paper is the construc-

tion of twisted supergravity in the background field formalism. The observables of the

theory are in the cohomology of the operator Qeq that obeys the equivariant algebra.

It would be interesting if and how our topological twisted theory is related to the the-

ories of topological gravity that have been discussed in the past [Witten, Labastida,

Pernici, Baulieu, etc] (and more recently Imbimbo et al). In particular, it would be

nice if our construction helps to understand these theories as the twisted gauge-fixed

version of some physical supersymmetric theory, similar to such an understanding

of N = 2 super-Yang-Mills theory REFWitten.

2. Observables of quantum supergravity. The localization technique can be thought to

give meaning to functional integrals in quantum supergravity. Our philosophy has

been to assume that there is a UV complete theory (like string theory) for which we

can write an e↵ective action that commutes with a cuto↵, with which we perform

localization. This e↵ective action is a formal beast as it can contain an infinite

number of terms with arbitrary derivatives. (The result REF allows us to reduce the

problem to a more controllable problem of an infinite series of F-terms.) Perhaps,

from a broader perspective, we can think of the right-hand-side of EQREF as being a

definition of the left-hand-side, and regard REFs and this current work as showing a

high level of consistency with semi-classical intuition. With this viewpoint, we have

a good definition for the class of observables in the equivariant cohomology in any

o↵-shell supergravity. The details of the measure of our functional integral remain

to be worked out, in this regard our BRST procedure may be useful, as the measure

should also be BRST-invariant.

3. Integers from supergravity. Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the localization

of quantum black hole entropy is the fact that one gets the integer degeneracies

starting from a continuum calculation. The smooth localization configurations cap-

ture the summed-up perturbation series REFDGM, and the orbifold configurations

DGM,REFS make up the remaining bit of the integer degeneracies. This suggests
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Summary and outlook 
! We have constructed the equivariant supercharge for N=2 SUGRA, and classified 

the cohomological variables with appropriate twisting of variables. 

! The index computation gives the 1-loop for Weyl multiplets, which agrees with on-

shell perturbative computation. 

! We hope that this work brings some clarity to the idea of twisting and localization in 

supergravity.  

! It may be useful in other directions. 

! Other systems can be interesting 

! Relation of Twisting of  supergravity to topological gravity?  

[Witten ’88] [Baulieu, Bellon, Reys ’12] [Bae, Imbimbo, Rey, Rosa] 

AdSd+1/CFTd



Thank you!
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Remark 1

• Definition of the functional integration means 

• The Jacobian can be determined by using  “ultra locality argument”,  
  [Fujikawa, Yasuda ’84 ; Bern, Blau, Mottola ‘91

Moore,  Nelson ’86]

DX

I =
Y

x,I

dXI(x)J (X)

Integration measure

• The eigen value of  H  is      .   How do we get 1-loop which depends on localization  
 
saddle through the Kahler potential               ? 

n

`

eK(C)

[IJ, Yuto Ito, Rajesh Gupta  arXiv:1504.01700]
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Integration measure

The metric gµ⌫ is not a physical metric (it has dilatation weight -2) and is related to
physical metric Gµ⌫ which is the metric in Einstein frame by redefinition,

Gµ⌫ = gµ⌫e
�K , e�K

=

`2P
`2

. (5.2)

Note that the radius of the AdS
2

⇥ S2 metric gµ⌫ is fixed to the constant ` and the
physical radius `P is not fixed but depends on the scalars, i.e. `P = `P (X , ¯X) as the
Kähler potential K is the function of the scalars. In terms of the physical metric, we
get standard Einstein-Hilbert action, and the kinetic term of the vector multiplets
fields are
Z

dx4

p
GNIJ

h
eK@µX

I@⌫ ¯XJGµ⌫
+ F I

µ⌫F
J
�⇢G

µ�G⌫⇢
+ e

3
2K¯�I /@G�

J
+ e2KY I

ijY
Jij

i
+· · · .
(5.3)

Looking at the factors in front of the each kinetic term, the definition of the norm
for each field is defined as

||�X||2 :=
Z

d

4x
p
GeKNIJ�X

I� ¯XJ
=

Z
d

4x
p
g
0

`2`2PNIJ�X
I� ¯XJ ,

||�W ||2 :=
Z

d

4x
p
GNIJ�W

I
µ�W

J
⌫ G

µ⌫
=

Z
d

4x
p
g
0

`2PNIJ�W
I
µ�W

J
⌫ g

µ⌫
0

, (5.4)

||��||2 :=
Z

d

4x
p
Ge

3
2KNIJ(��

I
i ��

Ji
+�¯�I

i �¯�
Ji
) =

Z
d

4x
p
g
0

`3`PNIJ(��
I
i ��

Ji
+�¯�I

i �¯�
Ji
) ,

||�Y ||2 :=
Z

d

4x
p
Ge2KNIJ�Y

I
ij�Y

Jij
=

Z
d

4x
p
g
0

`4NIJ�Y
I
ij�Y

Jij ,

where we denote g
0µ⌫ as AdS

2

⇥S2 metric with unit radius. By following the normal-
ization conditions,

1 =

Z
DXD ¯Xe�||�X||2

=

Z
DWe�||�W ||2

=

Z
D�D¯�e�||��||2

=

Z
DY e�||�Y ||2 ,

(5.5)
the integration measure is determined as

DXD ¯X =

Y

x,I

dXI
(x)d ¯XI

(x) det(`2P `
2NIJ) ,

DW =

Y

x,I,µ

dW I
µ(x)

q
det `2PNIJ ,

DY =

Y

x,i,j,I

dY I
ij(x)

p
det `4NIJ , (5.6)

D�(x)D¯�(x) =
Y

x,I,i

d�Ii
(x)d¯�Ii

(x) det(`P `
3NIJ)

�1 .
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• Consider the kinetic terms for graviton and scalars in the action 

• The metric         is not physical metric, which is related to the physical metric in Einstein 
frame.  

• Then we get standard E-H action, and the kinetic terms of the scalars are 

• Looking at the factors in front of each kinetic term, the definition of norm is dictated as

gµ⌫

Z
dx4p

ge

�K [Rg +NIJ@µX
I
@⌫X̄

J
g

µ⌫ ]

5 Integration measure

In the previous section, we assumed that the integration measure is trivial. As a
result, the one-loop partition function is not independent of the choice of D-gauge.
This implies that the trivial path integration measure is not scale invariant. In this
section, we will properly define the path integration measure and show that the result
of the 1-loop partition function is indeed gauge invariant. Further, the result depends
on the solutions of localization equations through the radius of the physical AdS

2

⇥S2

metric. To define the measure we use the ultra locality arguments [40, 41], as well
as the condition that the result should be in terms of the physical quantities.

Let us consider the kinetic terms in the action,
Z

dx4

p
g
⇥
e�KRg +NIJ

�
@µX

I@⌫ ¯XJgµ⌫ + F I
µ⌫F

J
�⇢g

µ�g⌫⇢ + ¯�I /@g�
J � Y I

ijY
Jij

�⇤
.

(5.1)
The metric gµ⌫ is not a physical metric (it has dilatation weight -2) and is related to
physical metric Gµ⌫ which is the metric in Einstein frame by redefinition,

Gµ⌫ = gµ⌫e
�K , e�K

=

`2P
`2

. (5.2)

Note that the radius of the AdS
2

⇥ S2 metric gµ⌫ is fixed to the constant ` and the
physical radius `P is not fixed but depends on the scalars, i.e. `P = `P (X , ¯X) as the
Kähler potential K is the function of the scalars. In terms of the physical metric, we
get standard Einstein-Hilbert action, and the kinetic term of the vector multiplets
fields are
Z

dx4

p
GNIJ

h
eK@µX

I@⌫ ¯XJGµ⌫
+ F I

µ⌫F
J
�⇢G

µ�G⌫⇢
+ e

3
2K¯�I /@G�

J � e2KY I
ijY

Jij
i
+· · · .
(5.3)

Looking at the factors in front of the each kinetic term, the definition of the norm
for each field is defined as

||�X||2 :=
Z

d

4x
p
GeKNIJ�X

I� ¯XJ
=

Z
d

4x
p
g
0

`2`2PNIJ�X
I� ¯XJ ,

||�W ||2 :=
Z

d

4x
p
GNIJ�W

I
µ�W

J
⌫ G

µ⌫
=

Z
d

4x
p
g
0

`2PNIJ�W
I
µ�W

J
⌫ g

µ⌫
0

, (5.4)

||��||2 :=
Z

d

4x
p
Ge

3
2KNIJ(��

I
i ��

Ji
+�¯�I

i �¯�
Ji
) =

Z
d

4x
p
g
0

`3`PNIJ(��
I
i ��

Ji
+�¯�I

i �¯�
Ji
) ,

||�Y ||2 := �
Z

d

4x
p
Ge2KNIJ�Y

I
ij�Y

Jij
= �

Z
d

4x
p
g
0

`4NIJ�Y
I
ij�Y

Jij ,

where we denote g
0µ⌫ as AdS

2

⇥S2 metric with unit radius. By following the normal-
ization conditions,

1 =

Z
DXD ¯Xe�||�X||2

=

Z
DWe�||�W ||2

=

Z
D�D¯�e�||��||2

=

Z
DY e�||�Y ||2 ,

(5.5)
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Z
dx4

p
Ge

K
NIJ@µX

I
@⌫X̄

J
G

µ⌫
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Integration measure

• By the following normalization condition 
 
 
 
 
the integration measure is defined as 
 
 
 

5 Integration measure

In the previous section, we assumed that the integration measure is trivial. As a
result, the one-loop partition function is not independent of the choice of D-gauge.
This implies that the trivial path integration measure is not scale invariant. In this
section, we will properly define the path integration measure and show that the result
of the 1-loop partition function is indeed gauge invariant. Further, the result depends
on the solutions of localization equations through the radius of the physical AdS

2

⇥S2

metric. To define the measure we use the ultra locality arguments [40, 41], as well
as the condition that the result should be in terms of the physical quantities.

Let us consider the kinetic terms in the action,
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.
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Looking at the factors in front of the each kinetic term, the definition of the norm
for each field is defined as
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=
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where we denote g
0µ⌫ as AdS
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⇥S2 metric with unit radius. By following the normal-
ization conditions,

1 =
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=

Z
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=
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=

Z
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the integration measure is determined as

DXD ¯X =

Y

x,I

dXI
(x)d ¯XI

(x) det(`2P `
2NIJ) ,

DW =

Y

x,I,µ

dW I
µ(x)

q
det `2PNIJ ,

DY =

Y

x,i,j,I

dY I
ij(x)

p
det `4NIJ , (5.6)

D�(x)D¯�(x) =
Y

x,I,i

d�Ii
(x)d¯�Ii

(x) det(`P `
3NIJ)

�1 .

Similarly, we determine the measure for the ghost multiplet by looking at the gauge
fixing action in Einstein frame,

Z
dx4

p
g[`�1ic̄I⇤gc

I
+ i`�1BIrµW

Iµ
+ `�2

⇠

2

BI2
] (5.7)

=

Z
dx4

p
G[eK`�1ic̄I⇤Gc

I
+ ie2K`�1BIrµW

Iµ
+ e2K`�2

⇠

2

BI2
+ · · · ] .

The definition of norm8,

||c||2 :=
Z

d

4x
p
GeK`�1c̄IcJ =

Z
d

4x
p
g
0

`2P `c̄
IcJ (5.8)

||�B||2 :=
Z

d

4x
p
Ge2K`�2�BI�BJ

=

Z
d

4x
p
g
0

`2�BI�BJ

and the normalization condition,

1 =

Z
DcDc̄e�||c||2

=

Z
DBe�||�B||2 , (5.9)

determine the integration measure for the ghost multiplets

DcDc̄ =
Y

x,I

dcI(x)dc̄I(x)(``2P )
�1 , (5.10)

DB =

Y

x,I

dBI
(x)` .

The measure (5.6) and (5.11) will give the result in terms of the physical quantities.
One can consistently see that the 1-loop determinant for each kinetic operator for
each field will be given in terms of det⇤G and det

/@G , not in terms of det⇤g and
det

/@g. It seems that a naive counting of the scale factor and radius factor, ` and `P ,
bosonic measure and fermionic measure seems to be completely canceled. However,
they are infinite product. The regularized number of those factors should not be

8We do not need NIJ because the gauge fixing action is chosen as (4.13).
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• Similarly, for all the fields we can define the measure. 

• Note that the physical radius factor becomes, by localization, 

• The problem essentially becomes computation of the regularized power 

`P (X, X̄) = `P ( ~C)

`P ( ~C)
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Integration measure

• In order to compute the regularized number, we first use the field redefinition 

• and compute 1-loop partition function with these variables.  

X̃I := XI`P ( ~C)` , W̃ I
µ := W I

µ`P ( ~C) , etc..

! To relate the redefined bosonic and fermionic field, it also becomes natural to consider 

redefinition of the equivariant operator  

so that the eigenvalue of the square of the operator is in terms of physical length 

and so the result of the 1-loop is in terms of the physical length                            . 

Q̃eq := `1/2`�1/2
P Qeq

Q̃2
eq ! 1/`P



However, there is no U(1) instantons in 4-dimensions, so there is no localized non-
trivial solutions.
•Discrete zero modes of the gauge field

Apart from the zero mode in (3.6) and (3.7), AdS
2

has further normalisable zero
mode of the gauge field [42], which not only makes the localisation action but also
the original action vanish. The explicit form of the discrete zero mode is given by

W l
= d�l , �

l
=

1p
2⇡|l|


sinh ⌘

1 + cosh ⌘

�|l|
eil✓ , l = ±1,±2,±3, · · · . (3.12)

These are not pure gauge mode as the scalar field �l are not normalisable.

4 1-loop partition function

In this section, we compute the 1-loop partition function by computing equivariant
index. For this, we introduce BRST symmetry to fix the gauge and combine it with
the localization supercharge. Through out this section, we assume the ordinary path
integration measure. The correct measure will be taken into account in the next
section.

4.1 BRST and combined cohomology

•Cohomological variables and supersymmetry complex: It is useful to present
the supersymmetry in the cohomological form by changing the variables. Our fermionic
variables are reorganized as

 

I ⌘ QXI
2

= �⇠i�
iI
+

¯⇠i¯�
iI ,

 

I
µ ⌘ QW I

µ = �¯⇠i�µ�
iI � ⇠i�µ¯�

iI , (4.1)
⌅

Iij ⌘ 2⇠(iC��
j)I

+ 2

¯⇠(iC�¯�
j)I .

Then the inverse relation is

�⇠i I � �µ
¯⇠i I

µ + i"jk⇠
k
⌅

Iji
= (⇠j⇠

j
+

¯⇠j ¯⇠
j
)�iI

= 4 cosh(⌘)�iI ,

+

¯⇠i I � �µ⇠i I
µ + i"jk ¯⇠

k
⌅

Iji
= (⇠j⇠

j
+

¯⇠j ¯⇠
j
)

¯�iI
= 4 cosh(⌘)¯�iI . (4.2)

In terms of these variable, the supersymmetry transformations are

QXI
2

=  

I , Q I
= LvX

I
2

,

QW I
µ =  

I
µ , Q I

µ = LvW
I
µ + @µ ˆ�

I , Qˆ

�

I
= 0 , (4.3)

Q⌅Iij
= BIij , QBIij

= Lv⌅
Iij .

Here ˆ

�

I contains the degree of freedom XI
1

as in (2.36), and BIij contains the degree
of freedom Y Iij as

BIij
:= 4

¯⇠(iC��µ⇠j)@µXI
2

� (⇠k⇠k + ¯⇠k ¯⇠k)Y Iij

+ ⇠(iC��ab⇠j)(F I+
ab � 1

4

i ¯XITab) +
¯⇠(iC��ab

¯⇠j)(F I�
ab � 1

4

iXI
¯Tab) .

(4.4)
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• Boundary modes(Discrete zero mode): 
 
 Since AdS2 is non-compact geometry, it forces us to consider  
 
 
 
 
 
which do not vanish at the boundary of AdS2, but still normalizable. 
 

• These modes not only make QV=0,  but also the original action vanishing since the field 
strength is zero. 
. 

• Nevertheless, these are not pure gauge, because          are not normalizable.  
 
Thus this mode cannot be gauged away, and we have to separately take into account it 
in the path integral . The regularized result is well understood. 

However, there is no U(1) instantons in 4-dimensions, so there is no localized non-
trivial solutions.
•Discrete zero modes of the gauge field

Apart from the zero mode in (3.6) and (3.7), AdS
2
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In this section, we compute the 1-loop partition function by computing equivariant
index. For this, we introduce BRST symmetry to fix the gauge and combine it with
the localization supercharge. Through out this section, we assume the ordinary path
integration measure. The correct measure will be taken into account in the next
section.
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Remark 2 : Boundary modes (Example for 1-form)


